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[See original for text in English.] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Subject: Re: New Press Release/important 

 
 
[See original for text in English.] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hug, 
 
[See original for text in English.] 

Re: New Press Release/important
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[See original for text in English.] 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Subject: Re: New Press Release/important 

 
 
 
[See original for text in English.] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
[See original for text in English.] 
 
 

 
fiscalia = prosecutor’s office 
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Subject: Re: New Press Release/important 

 
 
[See original for text in English.] 
 

nada = nothing fiscalia = prosecutor’s office 
 
 

 
Subject: RE: New Press Release/important 
 

We can no longer do anything about the press release sent out in gringo-land… but 
what exactly do we do here? Do we send out an amended one without any allusions to Doug? Do we 
not send out anything? 

 
 
[See original for text in English.] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
      Subject: Re: New Press Release/important 

      
 

   How are we lying? [See original for text in English.] 
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     Subject: Re: New Press Release/important 
 
  Genius finds an error in gringo head… the problem isn’t the laws, the problem is that CV can 
accuse us of lying… It can accuse other people publicly and the investigation in the Prosecutor’s Office can be 
affected a little more… 
 
  Sincerely, 
 
  Genius 
 
 

On February 4, 2009, 14:46, Steven Donziger <sdonziger@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
  Your country’s laws in that regard are totally stupid. Douglas discovered it; what does it 
matter if the prosecutor investigates it independently based on douglas’s discovery? Get out of the dark ages, 
please. 
  [See original for text in English.]  

 
 

 
 
Subject: Re: New Press Release/important 
 
It’s a problem, the bad part is that the press release was sent out today in the United States. 
 
What we can say is that Doung [sic] can scientifically explain how the fraud occurred… 
 
Be 
 
On February 4, 2009, 14:39, Ma. Eugenia Garces C. <garcesme@gmail.com> wrote:  
 
 I agree with Juanpa 
 meg 
 
 On February 4, 2009, 12:39, Juan Pablo Senz  
<juanpasaenz@hotmail.com> wrote:  
 
 
 There might be a problem with the press release you sent out, Steve. Therein, the subject of the TCLP 
fraud is presented as a discovery made by Doug, who is more or less publicly connected with us. 
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 The problem is that in Ecuador, we’ve maintained that we have NOTHING to do with the case in the 
prosecutor’s office… What’s more, in order to submit the TCLP subject we had to resort to very sophisticated 
means to disconnect ourselves from the matter (Amicus Curiae submitted by third parties, etc). 

 
 Therefore, to publicly say that the discovery comes from one of our collaborators connects us 
somehow with the prosecutorial investigation. And we all agree that we don’t want that to happen. 

 
 What does everyone else think? 
 
 [See original for text in English.] 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
          Subject: Re: New Press Release/important 

           
 

      Yes, please [See original for text in English.] 
 
 

 
 
     Subject: RE: New Press Release/important 
 
     Do you all want me to translate? I can have it ready between this 
afternoon and tomorrow morning. 
 

[See original for text in English.] 
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        Subject: RE: New Press Release/important 

 
 
     Friends, 
 
     I’m attaching what will be sent in the USA tomorrow (Wednesday). 
Iask that it be translated and sent as a press release in Quito. Let me know if you all will do it. 
 
     Thanks, SRD 
 
 

[See original for text in English.] 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

I'll check tomorrow. 

Juan Pablo Saenz M. 

Ofi: 593(2)2273533 
Cel: 593(9)6043779 

www.texacotoxico.org 

Juan Pablo Saenz [juanpasaenz@hotmail.comj 
Wednesday, February 04,20097:10 PM 
Steven Dozinger 
RE: Nuevo Boletiniimportante 

Date: Wed, 4 Feb 2009 18:08:52 -0500 
Subject: Re: Nuevo Boletinjimportante 
From: sdonziger@gmail.com 
To: juanpasaenz@hotmail.com 

I know exactly what you mean. We need better communication. 

Per your laptop, would it be cheaper and easier to buy there and I send u the money? What is 
the cheapest decent compu you could buy there -- even something used? 

On Wed, Feb 4, 2009 at 6:02 PM, Juan Pablo Saenz <juanpasaenz@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Your reading of the issue is accurate. But I'm positive that Chevron's gonna spin this 
in a way that can potentially hurt us. Not badly, but hurt us still. What's done is done, 
but I see no point in providing them with further arguments. 

There's a bigger issue here, related to the way we function as a team: we're still 
lacking communication. When I asked Doug to prepare the memo (at least I was under the 
impression that he wrote it per my requirement) maybe I failed to properly inform him of the 
use I was planning on putting it to. Had he understood that, I believe the memo would've 
never been posted on our website. Once again, I don't think this can damage us badly, but we 
should be able to avoid this kind of issues in the future. Know what I mean? 

Abrazo, 

PD: I need my laptop!! 

Juan Pablo Saenz M. 
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Ofi: 593(2)2273533 
Cel: 593(9)6043779 

www.texacotoxico.org 

Date: Wed, 4 Feb 2009 16:48:56 -0500 

Subject: Re: Nuevo Boletin/importante 
From: sdonziger@gmail.com 

To: juanpasaenz@hotmail.com 

i didn't know that. i never saw that document. 

nothing chevron says sticks these days. people bring evidence of crimes to prosecutors 
all the time ... and if the amici got their evidence from beltman, who cares? we don't own 
him. he's an independent scientist and he has dozens of clients. if he's helping the amici, 
then the fiscalia can take that into account in weighing the credibility of the info. you 
must understand we are not collaborating with the fiscalia -- we are providing the fiscalia 
information about a crime, which is appropriate, and that's a big difference. 

2009/2/4 Juan Pablo Saenz <juanpasaenz@hotmail.com> 

Dude, if the guys at Jones Day get a hold of this, it's gonna hurt us. It's 
pretty much irrefutable evidence of us collaborating with the fiscalia to get Reis Veiga and 
Perez convicted. I don't think we should run it here, without changing it. 

But there's something even worse. Beltman's document that you uploaded on our 
website, and cited as basis for the press release, is pretty much the exact document he sent 
me a while ago. I used that document as the basis for the Amicus that was presented by 
Pachamama at the Fiscalia. So, what we have now, is an Amicus presented by purportedly 
independent institutions, that reproduces, almost verbatim, a document that's available in 
our website. I don't understand how you can't see a problem in that. 

Juan Pablo Saenz M. 

Ofi: 593(2)2273533 
Cel: 593(9)6043779 

www.texacotoxico.org 
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To: juanpasaenz@hotmail.com 

Subject: Re: Nuevo Boletinjimportante 
From: sdonziger@gmail.com 

Date: Wed, 4 Feb 2009 20:31:55 +0000 

Juampa pIs send it out or I'm going to send it from here. There is no issue --
this has nada to do w the fiscalia other than the fact they are free to use the info. Who 
cares. U are stuck. Let's move and forget the fiscalia for now.Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

From: Juan Pablo Saenz 
Date: Wed, 4 Feb 2009 14:27:04 -0600 
To: Steven Dozinger<sdonziger@gmail.com>; Pablo Fajardo 2<pafabibi@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Nuevo Boletinjimportante 

Con el boletin enviado en gringolandia ya no podemos hacer nada ... pero que mismo 
hacemos aca? Enviamos uno modificado sin alusiones a Doug? No enviamos nada? 

Juan Pablo Saenz M. 

Ofi: 593(2)2273533 
Cel: 593(9)6043779 

www.texacotoxico.org 

To: pafabibi@gmail.com 
CC: garcesme@gmail.com; juanpasaenz@hotmail.com; julprieto@hotmail.com; 

toxico@ecuanex.net.ec; lupitadeheredia@yahoo.com 
Subject: Re: Nuevo Boletinjimportante 
From: sdonziger@gmail.com 
Date: Wed, 4 Feb 2009 19:55:18 +0000 

Como estamos mintiendo? Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

From: Pablo Fajardo Mendoza 
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Date: Wed, 4 Feb 2009 14:50:38 -0500 
To: <sdonziger@gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: Nuevo Boletinjimportante 

Genio descubre error en cabeza gringa ... El problema no es las leyes, el problema 
es que CV puede cusarnos que estamos mintiendo ... Puede acusar a otras personas publicamente 
y la investigaci6n en al Fiscalia puede afectarse un poco mas ... 

Atentamente 

Genio 

El 4 de febrero de 2009 14:46, Steven Donziger <sdonziger@gmail.com> escribi6: 

Las leyes de su pais en eso sentido es todo idiotez. Douglas 10 descubro 
que importa si el fiscal 10 investigue independiente basado en el descubrimiento de douglas? 
Salgan de la epoca oscura por favor. 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

From: Pablo Fajardo Mendoza 
Date: Wed, 4 Feb 2009 14:43:36 -0500 
To: Ma. Eugenia GarcA©s C.<garcesme@gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: Nuevo Boletinjimportante 

Es un problema, 10 malo es que el boletin ya circuno hoy en Estados 
Unidos. 

Lo que podemos decir es que Doung, puede explicar cientificamente como se 
produjo el fraude ... 

escribi6: 

Be 

El 4 de febrero de 2009 14:39, Ma. Eugenia Garces C. <garcesme@gmail.com> 

De acuerdo con Juanpa 
meg 

El 4 de febrero de 2009 12:39, Juan Pablo Saenz 
<juanpasaenz@hotmail.com> escribi6: 

Puede haber un problema con el boletin que enviaste, Steve. 
Ahi se presenta al tema del fraude del TCLP como un descubrimiento de Doug, quien esta mas 0 
menos publicamente vinculado con nosotros. 
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El problema es que en Ecuador, nuestro discurso ha sido que no 
tenemos NADA que ver con el proceso en la fiscalia ... Es mas, para presentar el tema del TCLP 
tuvimos que recurrir a medios muy sofisticados para desvincularnos del asunto (Amicus Curiae 
presentado por terceras personas, etc). 

Entonces, decir publicamente que el descubrimiento proviene de 
uno de nuestros colaboradores, nos vincula de algun modo con la instrucci6n fiscal. Y todos 
estamos de acuerdo con que no queremos que pase esto. 

Que opina el resto? 

Juan Pablo Saenz M. 

Ofi: 593(2)2273533 
Cel: 593(9)6043779 

www.texacotoxico.org <http://www.texacotoxico.org/> 

To: juanpasaenz@hotmail.com; julprieto@hotmail.com 
CC: toxico@ecuanex.net.ec; pafabibi@gmail.com; 

garcesme@gmail.com; lupitadeheredia@yahoo.com 

<julprieto@hotmail.com> 

manana 10 puedo tener listo. 

Subject: Re: Nuevo Boletin/importante 
From: sdonziger@gmail.com 
Date: Tue, 3 Feb 2009 20:37:06 +0000 

Si por favorSent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

From: Juan Pablo Saenz 
Date: Tue, 3 Feb 2009 14:03:46 -0600 
To: Steven Dozinger<sdonziger@gmail.com>; 

Subject: RE: Nuevo Boletin/importante 

Quieren que traduzca yo? entre hoy en la tarde y manana en la 

Juan Pablo Saenz M. 

Ofi: 593(2)2273533 
Cel: 593(9)6043779 

www.texacotoxico.org <http://www.texacotoxico.org/> 
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Date: Tue, 3 Feb 2009 13:41:03 -0500 
Subject: Nuevo Boletin/importante 
From: sdonziger@gmail.com 
To: juanpasaenz@hotmail.com; julprieto@hotmail.com 
CC: toxico@ecuanex.net.ec; pafabibi@gmail.com; 

garcesme@gmail.com; lupitadeheredia@yahoo.com 

Amigos, 

Lo ajunto estara mandado en EEUU manana (Miercoles). Pido que 
traduzcan y mandan como boletin en Quito. Me avisen si van a hacer. 

Gracias, SRD 

Steven Donziger 
212-570-4499 (land) 
212-409-8628 (fax) 
917-566-2526 (cell) 

Steven R. Donziger 
Law Offices of Steven R. Donziger, P.C. 
245 W. 104th St., #7D 
New York, New York 10025 
Email: sdonziger@gmail.com 

Hotmail® goes where you go. On a PC, on the Web, on your 
phone. See how. <http://www.windowslive-
hotmail.com/learnmore/versatility.aspx#mobile?ocid=TXT_TAGHM_WL_HM_versatility_121208%20> 

Windows Live™: E-mail. Chat. Share. Get more ways to connect. 
See how it works. 
<http://windowslive.com/howitworks?ocid=TXT_TAGLM_WL_t2_allup_howitworks_022009> 

Windows Live™: E-mail. Chat. Share. Get more ways to connect. Check it out. 
<http://windowslive.com/explore?ocid=TXT_TAGLM_WL_t2_aIlup_explore_022009> 

Windows Live-: Keep your life in sync. See how it works. 
<http://windowslive.com/howitworks?ocid=TXT_TAGLM_WL_t1_allup_howitworks_022009> 
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Steven Donziger 
212-570-4499 (land) 
212-409-8628 (fax) 
917-566-2526 (cell) 

Steven R. Donziger 
Law Offices of Steven R. Donziger, P.C. 
245 W. 104th St., #7D 
New York, New York 10025 
Email: sdonziger@gmail.com 

Windows Live™: E-mail. Chat. Share. Get more ways to connect. Check it out. 
<http://windowslive.com/explore?ocid=TXT_TAGLM_WL_t2_aIlup_explore_022009> 

Steven Donziger 
212-570-4499 (land) 
212-409-8628 (fax) 
917-566-2526 (cell) 

Steven R. Donziger 
Law Offices of Steven R. Donziger, P.C. 
245 W. 104th St., #7D 
New York, New York 10025 
Email: sdonziger@gmail.com 

Windows Live-: Keep your life in sync. Check it out. 
<http://windowslive.com/explore?ocid=TXT_TAGLM_WL_t1_aIlup_explore_022009> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

To all --

<sdonziger@yahoo.com> [sdonziger@yahoo.comj 
Monday, February 16, 2004 1 :16 PM 
cbonifaz; jkohn; jcbonifaz 
Proposed solution 

I think it is clear why Alberto is in an uncomfortable and I think untenable position. 
However, I think the solution is very simple -- nothing we have not already discussed, 
although it will require some modifications. We just need to do it. This is how I see it: 

1) To solve the money issues, we commit to funding two budgets -- the one Alberto sent last 
December to cover his expenses, and the one Manuel sent to cover expenses for the 
inspections. Alberto never received a final response to this budget request. The logistics 
budget is reasonable as I worked with Manuel months ago to get it down significantly. Both 
budgets can be cut down if we can start the inspections and then finish them quickly. But we 
cannot start them unless we commit to these budgets so they have the confidence that once 
they can go down this road, they can continue down it. 

2) Money should be sent on a monthly schedule, in ADVANCE, so the team in Ecuador can have 
a reasonable amount of confidence that once the inspections start they can continue without 
any delays. But if we don't commit to the budgets, the inspections will never start. 

3) From an administrative standpoint, Alberto should handle his budget only and Manuel 
should administer the logistics budget with Cristina. While the idea to centralize all 
receipts with Alberto made sense in theory, it does not work. I know for a fact this is 
driving Alberto and his partners nuts even if he does not say it. His firm is not set up to 
handle it, and Cristina is set up to handle it. These people need to be trusted. 

4) All outstanding issues with Monica need to be settled once and for all. The woman has 
been working almost six months and has not received a cent. We are killing ourselves by 
treating her this way as she is the one pt of contact with the court whether we like it or 
not. While her deal may be overly generous, delaying any payment to her as long as we have 
is not fair and is going to haunt us later. It also prevents us from working with her to 
soften the deal, as she does not trust us. 

We need to cut the internal energy drain and start litigating the case again. If we can get 
these issues solved and money arrives in Ecuador by the end of this week, inspections can 
start the week of March 1. That is four long months after the trial, and I have a lot of 
press things lined up for that week that I would rather not delay. 

The reality is that we are in position to win this case with a huge judgment if we can take 
these simple steps. Once we get through the inspections, costs will drop significantly. We 
must go this final mile. 

I think we should talk Tuesday. 

Steven 

Cristobal Bonifaz <cbonifaz@rcn.com> wrote: 

Dear Alberto: 
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I was out of the country for two weeks and returned yesterday. I have here 
an e-mail from Steven Donziger telling me that you would like to leave the 
case due to the unavailability of funds to proceed with the litigation. I 
understand your frustration. I spoke with Joe on Friday January 20th before 
I left and was assured by him that the $10,000.00 advance that you requested 
plus some of the money for Monica would be send to you by Tuesday February 
3rd. That apparently did not occur. Steven has spoken with one of the 
attorneys of Kohn, Swift & Graf and he tells me also that there is an 
undercurrent of unhappiness within the partnership of continuing funding 
this litigation. I understand Kohn, Swift's problem because when the 
partnership was asked to enter into a contract with you to litigate this 
matter in Ecuador, under the terms suggested by you, no indication was 
brought to the attention of anyone of the following facts: 

a. That an additional attorney would be retained in 
Ecuador to carry out the bulk of the litigation at an hourly rate of $300.00 
per hour payable as the work was performed, 

b. That the studies that Manuel and his associates produced 
with moneys advanced by me (approximately 89,000.00 over a period of three 
years) with an additional funding of $100,000.00 by Petroecuador would not 
be sufficient proof of the damages, and, 

c. That there would be an expense associated with the 
inspections and experts expected to cost more than $200,000.00. 

It is possible that a rethinking of the risks of the case has occurred 
within Kohn, Swift & Graf and that the partners are questioning the 
financial investment. Joe is out of town until tomorrow and I have not 
spoken with him to determine Kohn, Swift's current posture on the case. 

My position on the case is the following: 

a. I do not have the funds available to cover the projected expenses 
of this case at the present time, 

b. There are no foundations that fund litigation in the United States 
or anywhere else thus there is no way to raise the requested funds from any 
source for this purpose, 

c. If indeed Kohn, Swift has had a change position due to the 
investment risk the only possible solution would be for the Frente to 
negotiate a contract with another entity or law firm to continuing funding 
the litigation. A minimum of six months of exploratory contacts would be 
required for this to occur. 
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You have a contract with Kohn, Swift and my office to carry out the 
litigation in Ecuador under the terms of the contract that includes our 
funding of the expenses. Kohn, Swift has a contract with this office to 
litigate this case as co-counsel funding the bulk of the costs of the 
litigation. The Frente has a contract with all of us for us to litigate 
this case on a contingent fee arrangement. It is clear that without the 
necessary funds this litigation cannot go forward at the present time 
whatever the terms of the respective contracts. 

Under these circumstances I realize that unless this litigation proceeds on 
schedule the contract we all have with the Frente would be in breach and the 
Frente would be entitled to seek alternative counsel and sources of funds. 
I am going to wait until I speak with Joe Kohn when he returns to the office 
to arrive at a final decision on this matter. If the funds are not 
available I think we need to notify the court of the facts of the matter and 
request a minimum of six month delay in all the proceedings so that the 
Frente finds alternative counsel and sources of funds. I plan to speak with 
the Frente after I speak with Joe and make all members of the Frente aware 
of these facts. If the Court does not grant the Frente the requested time 
to seek alternative counsel, and sources of funding, it would be unfortunate 
but there is very little anyone can do about it and the litigation will have 
to come to an end. 

Whatever happens I feel I tried my best to arrive at a satisfactory outcome 
of the case and unfortunately is beyond my control whether or not the case 
can proceed to termination and/or that I will be involved in the case until 
its completion. 

Cristobal 

> ATTACHMENT part 2 application/msword name=LETTER TO WRAY.ama.doc 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Steve 

Manuel Paliares [manueI25@accessram.net] 
Sunday, May 29,200510:17 AM 
'Steven Donziger' 
RE: read this 

First of all we have to admit that Alberto is somehow right. There are certain compromises we 
have to honor because we accepted those terms. 

On the other hand is time to make big changes and we are on that way. The idea that Luis and 
el Frente play a mayor roll in the administration of the recourses directly will be of great 
benefit. No expense should be done with out their consent Luis will have to negotiate for 
every cent before we incur in any expense. No more bills coming out of the blue. 

For this to be effective I believe that a new contract should be signed between Joe 
(Cistobal?) and el Frente this contract should clearly determine the role of each party and 
how they interact. This contract should not only serve as a warranty for funds recovery but 
also to give light on how to continue with this case who is going to in charged of what. This 
will also give Joe more security. 

Also we have to do the following: 

a) Renegotiate with the courts peritos. For this I propose. 

1) Contact an editorial writer from EI Comercio to write an article on how this case 
will affect other cases where the cost of environmental justice will be so high that it will 
turn impossible for regular citizens. 

2) Create a reaction form the environmental groups in Ecuador make them write the judge 
letters, letter to the Consejo Nacional de la Judicatura, the Fiscalia etc. 

3) Get some space in the media on this issue make the courts peritos and the judge look 
really bad. 

4) Alberto talk with Texaco and renegotiate in a per informe basis. 

b) Get new field lawyers cut down Lago legal expenses which are very, very heavy. 
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c) Contract a full time translator or get some volunteers. I believe some US legal students 
(latinos) may be interested in translating the legal documents and also help in organizing 
these archives and shaping the arguments. 

d) I will concentrate in funding the Global we have several alternatives now. Esperanza 
talked with the Ministro de Finanzas and he is willing to help with this. It could be via 
Petroecuador, ECORAE or some other or various government institutions. I really see this 
happening. 

But most important of all is concentrate the budget legal and technical under Luis authority 
and try not to be late on payments so we won't have these big surprises. 

Manuel 

De: Steven Donziger [mailto:sdonziger@yahoo.com] Enviado el: Miercoles, 25 de Mayo de 2005 
06:50 p.m. 
Para: manueI25@accessram.net 
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Asunto: read this 

i no longer know if i can be effective in all these various roles i am playing. i need your 
advice. steven 

Steven Donziger <sdonziger@yahoo.com> wrote: 

Date: Wed, 25 May 2005 18:25:11 -0700 (PDT) 
From: Steven Donziger <sdonziger@yahoo.com> 
Subject: Re: Texaco case 
To: awraye1@msn.com 
CC: jkohn@kohnswift.com, cbonifaz@comcast.net 

Alberto -- I will call tomorrow to talk about this. Your participation in this case is 
invaluable, and I am confident we can find a solution that works for you. I also recognize 
that for many reasons, largely related to funding, that this has been an extremely difficult 
project to manage for both of us, and that you have put your personal credibility on the line 
with these debts. That said, we must also recognize how much we have accomplished and that 
we are actually winning this case overwhelmingly from a proof standpoint. Our biggest hurdle 
is figuring out a way to finish the case with limited resources. 

Please do not misunderstand my email suggesting ways to lower expenses. I recognize all of 
the previous agreements and that the expenses incurred by you have been totally appropriate. 
However, when circumstances change, it is our responsibility to attempt to re-negotiate 
previous agreements to lower costs if at all possible. The changed circumstances are many --
nobody expected the inspections to last this long, or for the judge's peritos to work so 
little and expect to be paid when there are no inspections, or for the inspections to become 
relatively routine, or for the inspections to become suspended due to political instability. 
I am trying to take responsibility for coming up with solutions -- and one solution is that 
we want to pay people for work actually performed, rather than a monthly wage that sets up an 
incentive structure to work slowly. I am trying to focus on the future so we can run the 
project more efficiently, for less money, and at a faster pace -- that is, so we can finish 
this case with limited resources. My email was sent in that spirit. 

Nobody could predict at the beginning of the process how it would unfold since it has never 
been done before. However, to continue along this path will be extremely problematic for our 
clients, as money is short. I am confident we can figure out solutions when we talk. 

Best, Steven 

Alberto Wray <awraye1@msn.com> wrote: 

Dear Steven: 

About your concerns regarding the expenses in the case: 

1. I had never incurred in any expense, which was not previously considered in the 
budget discussed with you, and previously approved. 
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2. The amount for the five "peritos" named by the Court and the way the fees were 
supposed to be paid, were discussed with you, during more than one meeting. The final sum 
accepted by them, was half the one originally proposed by the Judge. Your acceptance was 
given after everybody knew that he judicial inspections were going to last a very long time. 

3. There are not expenses which are not supported by receipts. My office had sent all 
the correspondent receipts. 

4. I cannot keep on working in this case, under the present circumstances. My office 
had lost its credit, because of all the unpaid bills which are under its name. I have to 
dedicate more time to solve administrative and personnel problems, which had not been caused 
by me, than to procedural aspects of the case. My word gave to the judge, the "peritos" and 
the people who has been helping within the legal team is now seriously questioned. 

5. I had spoken with Luis Yanza and the leaders of the FDA and I had explained them 
that: 

a. You have to look immediately for another lawyer, to undertake the 
responsibilities and duties of the day to day handling of the case in Lago, without my day to 
day supervision. 

b. I can accept if you are interested- to continue doing the following: 

o Discuss and establish a strategy with the new lawyer; 

o Answer specific and punctual questions about the case; 

o Prepare and present the necessary closing arguments, until the end of the case; and, 

o Attend the hearings, until the case ends at the Supreme Court. 

c. Nothing also. 

6. Obviously, my office wonlt continue receIvIng any wire transfer, except for what 
would be needed to cover the present unpaid bills. Any cost reduction, which you would be 
willing to make, would have to be for the future, and cannot affect the debts in behalf of 
third parties. In order to close Lagols office and to take all the things from the hotel, the 
unpaid bills had to be cancelled. 

7. If you believe that Paola Delgadols work is still required, you should have to pay 
her, in a monthly basis, the amount which was established ($ 3,000 plus 12% taxes). She has 
not been paid for the work done starting January 2005 until April 2005. 

8. The inspections are still suspended. It is impossible that we can reinitiate them, 
until we pay the debts we have with third parties. 

I am going back to Washington tomorrow, but I have a hearing at the Arbitration Court 
of ICSID, which would last from Tuesday until Friday, June three. 

Best regards. 

AW 

Steven Donziger 
212-570-4499 (land) 
212-570-9944 (Fax) 
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917-566-2526 (cell) 

Steven R. Donziger 

Law Offices of Steven R. Donziger, P.C. 

111 E. 79th St., #5 

New York, New York 10021 
Email: sdonziger@yahoo.com 

Steven Donziger 
212-570-4499 (land) 
212-570-9944 (Fax) 

917-566-2526 (cell) 

Steven R. Donziger 

Law Offices of Steven R. Donziger, P.C. 

111 E. 79th St., #5 

New York, New York 10021 
Email: sdonziger@yahoo.com 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Steven Donziger [sdonziger@gmail.comj 
Tuesday, October 31,20068:23 PM 
Bloom, Eric 
Joseph C. Kohn 
Re: Privilege question 

Eric -- I am 99% sure Bonifaz was not representing Ecuador's gov at the time -- this was a 
letter he sent to inquire about the gov's desire to receive funds that might come out of a 
possible settlement, should one have been negotiated at the time. The reason I say 99% and 
not 100% is Bonifaz sometimes did things without informing his co-counsel, so I can't be 
ironclad sure, but I heard nothing of this at the time and neither did Joe Kohn, whom I am 
copying in. Best, SRD 

On 10/31/06, Bloom, Eric <EBloom@winston.com> wrote: 

Steve, 

PIs find attached a letter from Bonifaz to the Ec ambassador to Washington dated Nov 
2000. As best we can determine, Bonifaz was not yet representing the government in which 
case this document is not privileged. PIs review and give us your thoughts. Thanks. 

Eric 
, sho 

«Letter from C. Bonifaz to I. Baki.pdf» 

Eric W. Bloom 
(202) 282-5743 

Please visit Winston & Strawn's Appellate and Critical Motions Practice Group website 
at http://www.winstonappeals.com. 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this 
message has been received in error, please delete it without reading it. Your receipt of this 
message is not intended to waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this 
message without the permission of the author. 

****************************************************************************** 
Any tax advice contained in this email was not intended to be used, and cannot be used, 

by you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended. 
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Steven Donziger 
212-570-4499 (land) 
212-570-9944 (fax) 
917-566-2526 (cell) 

Steven R. Donziger 
Law Offices of Steven R. Donziger, P.C. 
245 W. 104th St., #5 
New York, New York 10025 
Email: sdonziger@gmail.com 
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« , 
"J Ii I fi n '''; I ,;:,':fl! tm trm'i l11 

Subject: Arbitration and nullification 

Hello all: 

I've been thinking about this arbitration as well as the prior one, and the litigation here in the 
U.S. I'm concerned that all of this is nothing more than a strategy by CV to forge a path so 
that the Attorney General's Office will reach an agreement with CV on all of the issues and 
the government will find itself forced to "stop" our case. I don't think it's a coincidence that 
they're doing this right before Borja leaves, in a few months. We all know that this is costly for 
the government, and it wouldn't surprise me to get an Attorney General who isn't willing to 
pay all that money to attorneys in the United States. I think it's crucial for us to immediately 
start developing a political strategy to ensure that no matter who the AG is, they don't come 
in and try to "make a deal" with CV. 
We need to make contact with the candidates, including those who are obviously not in favor 
of the case, so that they know we will not tolerate a "flexible" position. So I think the current 
Attorney General should take a much firmer political stance and start to press the issue of 
fraudulent remediation. For now, he doesn't seem sure about filing the nullification complaint. 

So I think we should make him take a position, [and] I was thinking about the following: 
The FDA [Amazon Defense Front] or another organization or group of organizations files the 
complaint-under the [Civil Code] anyone can file. The complaint should name, among 
others, the Attorney General, who will then have the option to either agree and accept the 
nullification, which would put him on our side, or otherwise, object to the nullification and 
defend CV. If he takes the latter stance, it would be in direct contradiction with the position 
that the W&S attorneys would take before Sand, and would place him in a very 
uncomfortable position, both legally and politically. I think before doing it, we should mention 
it to the Attorney General, so that in the end he will file suit for nullification. If not, we do it. 
What do you all think? Plus, 
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I think the Government and the AG would find themselves in a strange position, something of 
an "international estoppel." 
Regards, 
A. 

Google Alert for: "chevron"+"ecuador" 

Another oil company wants to take up its claims again 
EI Universo - Guayaquil, Ecuador 
The international oil company, Chevron-Texaco informed Ecuador of its intention to conduct international arbitration to 
resolve a series of ... 
See all articles on this subject 

Google offers you this Google alert when it happens ... 

Delete this alert. 
Create another alert. 
Manage your alerts 

[See original for text in English.] 
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Translations, Inc. 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) 
ESTADO DE CALIFORNIA ) 

) 
COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO ) 
CONDADO DE SAN FRANCISCO ) ss 

CERTIFICATIONI 
CERTIFICACION 

This is to certify that the attached translation is, to the best of my lmowledge and belief, a true and 

accurate translation from Spanish into English of the attached document. 

Por la presente certifico que la traducci6n adjunta de espanol a ingles es, a mi leal saber y entender, 

traducci6n fiel y exacta del documento adjunto. 

BRANDON CARNEY 
COMM. # 1755114 z 

; NOTARY PUBLIC -
SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY 

., My Comm. Expires July 3, 2011 

Steve Walsh, West Coast Client Manager/Gerente de 
Relaciones con Clientes Costa Occidental 
Geotext Translations, Inc. 

State of California, County of San Francisco 

Subscribed and sworn to (or affIrmed) before me 

on this day of -f , 20 \0 , 

by L , 
proved to me on the basis of satisfactory 

evidence to be the s) w. 

before me. 

Signature: ____ 

Estado de California, Condado de San Francisco 

Suscrito y dec1arado bajo juramento (0 afmnado) ante 

mi en este dia _7_ de _d=l=·c=ie=m=b'-!..r=e __ 
Por ____ _____ ___ 

Habiendo acreditado en mi presencia, mediante prueba 

satisfactoria, que es la persona (personas) que 

compareci6 (comparecieron) ante mi. 

Firma: ____ ______ _ 

259 West 30th Street, 17th Floor, New York, NY 10001, U.S.A. tel +1.212.631.7432 fax +1.212.631.7778 
220 Montgomery Street Ste. 438, San Francisco CA 94104 U.S.A tel +1.415.576.9500 fax +1.415.520.0525 

1025 Connecticut Avenue, Suite 1000, Washington, DC 20036, U.S.A. Tel +1.202.828.1267 Fax +1.202.828.1271 
8-11 St. John's Lane, London EC1 M 4BF, United Kingdom Tel +44.20.7553.4100 Fax+44.20.7990.9909 

75 Boulevard Haussmann, F- 75008 Paris, France tel +33.1.42.68.51.47 fax +33.1.77.72.90.25 
20th Floor, Central Tower, 28 Queen's Road, Central, Hong Kong tel +852.2159.9143 fax +852.3010.0082 
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This message is not .flagged. [ Flag·Message - Mark as Unread'J Printable View ---' - -_._-------- ._--
From: 

To: 

"Alejandro Ponce Villacis" <aponcev@uio.satnet.net> !:¥.l Add to 
Address Book 8 Add Mobile Alert· 

"Steven Danziger" <sdonziger@yahoo.com>, "Aaron" 
<aaron@ampdmf.org>, daria.fisher@aya.yale.edu, 
toxico@ecuanex.net.ee, "Pablo Fajardo" < pafam@eeuanex.net.ee> I 
"Julio Prieto" <julprieto@hotmail.eom> 

Subject: Arbitraje y nulidad 

Date: Fri, 26 May 2006 10:16:29 -0500 

He estado pensando en el tema de este arbitraje al igual que el anterior y la 
litigaci6n aqui en los EU. Me preocupa que todo esto no sea mas que una 
estrategia de CV para crear el camino para que la Procuraduria lIegue a un 
acuerdo con CV sobre todos los temas de tal manera que el Estado se vea 
forzado a "parar" nuestro proceso. No me parece coincidencia que esto se 
10 haga justamente cuando en unos meses mas Borja va a salir. Todos 
sabemos que esto Ie cuesta mucho al Estado y yo creo que no es dificil que 
lIegue un PGE que no este dispuesto a pagar tanto dinero a abogados en 
los Estados Unidos. Creo que es indispensable que desde ya generemos 
una estrategia polftica para evitar que cualaquier PGE que lIegue trate de 
"arreglar" con CV. 
Es importante que tomemos contacto con todos los. candidatos, inclusive 
aquellos que evidentemente no son amigables al caso, para que conozcan 
que no estaremos dispuesto a tolerar un posici6n IIflexibleli

• Por ello, creo 
que el actual Procurador debe tomar un posici6n politica mucho mas dura y 
comenzar a presionar en el tema del fraude en la remediaci6n. Por 10 
pronto, no Ie veo decidido a presentar la demanda de nulidad. 

Por ello, creo que debemos hacerle tomar una posici6n se me ha ocurrido 
10 siguiente: 
EI FDA u otra organizaci6n 0 grupo de organizaciones presentan la 
demanda, que de acuerdo con el CC 10 puede hacer cualquier persona. En 
esta demanda, se Ie debe citar entre otros al Procurador, quien ante la . 
citaci6n la opci6n 0 bien allanarse y aceptar la nulidad, con 10 cual se 
coloca en nuestro lado 0 por el contra rio, oponerse a la nulidad y defender a 
CV. Si toma esta segunda posici6n, ser/a directamente contradictoria con la 
posici6n que los abogados de W&S tomar/an ante Sand y 10 colocarla en 
una posici6n muy incomoda tanto legal como politicamente. Creo que antes 
de hacerlo, habrla que comentarle al Procurador, para que finalmente 
demande la nulidad. Sino, nosotros 10 hacemos.Que les parece? Ademas 

http://us.f333.mai1.yahoo.comJymJShowLetter?Msgld=9456_183712829_12246323_208... 7/6/2006 
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creo que el Estado y el PG Sa encontraria en una extrana situaci6n de algo 
asl como un "estoppel internacional". 
Saludos, 
A. 
----- Original Message ----
From: Alertas de Google 
To: aponcev@uio.satnet.net 
Sent: Friday, May 26, 2006 1:35 AM 
Subject: Alerta de Google: "chevron"+"ecuador" 

Alerta de Google para: 

Otra petrolera quiere retomar sus demandas 
EI Universo - Guayaquil,Ecuador 
La multinacional petrolera Chevron-Texaco inform6 a Ecuador sobre su 
intenci6n de lIevar adelante un arbitraje internacional para resolver una 
serie de ... 
Ver todos los artfculos sobre este tema 

Google Ie ofrece esta alerta de Google cuando se produzca .. 

Eliminar esta alerta. 
Crear otra'alerta. 
Administrar sus alertas. 

No virus found in this incoming message. 
Checked by AVG Free Edition. 
Version: 7.1.3941 Virus Database: 268.7.0/346 - Release Date: '5/23/2006 

Previous I Next I Back to Messages Save Message Text I Full Headers 

Copyright © 1994-2006 Yahoo! Inc, All rights reserved. Terms of Service - CopyrighUIP Policy - Guidelines - Ad Feedback 
NOTICE: We collect personallnformalion on this site. 

To learn more about how we use your information, see our Privacy Policy 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Joseph Mutti [josephmutti@gmail.comj 
Wednesday, July 26, 2006 5:34 PM 
Steven Donziger 
Re: Potentially huge 
FCPA[1j. DOJ-SEC _letter (revised).3 

This is an excellent, clearly worded letter that is very easy to understand. All I did was 
make some corrections and suggestions. It needs no more and stands as is. There is a citation 
that needs to be added that I highlighted just in case it gets forgotten. 

J 

On 7/26/06, Joseph Mutti <josephmutti@gmail.com> wrote: 
> This is GREAT news! Does Luis know? We'll draft a boletin and send it to you. 
> 
> On 7/26/06, Steven Donziger <sdonziger@gmail.com> wrote: 
> > 
> > Joseph andn Lupita: I just sent this to Joe Kohn. I will often 
> > blind copy you on emailssoyoucankeepupwithevents.This is huge. No press yet, 
> > let's discuss. Perhaps you should draft a boletin. Thanks, SRD 
> > 
> > ---------- Forwarded message ----------
> > From: Steven Donziger <sdonziger@gmail.com> 
> > Date: Jul 26, 2006 4:22 PM 
> > Subject: Potentially huge 
> > To: "Joseph C. Kohn" <jkohn@kohnswift. com> 
> > 
> > 
> > Pablo met with the judge today. The judge, who is on his heels from 
> > the charges of trading jobs for sex in the court, said he is going 
> > to accept our request to withdraw the rest of the inspections save 
> > the four we still want to do. This follows our press conference 
> > Monday that was attended by 32 journalists and several prominent 
> > supporters, and the filing of a very well-written amicus signed by 
> > 11 Ecuadorian lawyers supporting the withdrawal of the inspections. 
> > The judge also I believe wants to forestall the filing of a 
> > complaint against him by us, which we have prepared but not yet 
> > filed. The judge told Pablo that the Texaco lawyers came by the 
> > other day to urge him to make us do all the inspections. The judge 
> > told Pablo they were nervous about the peritaje global. These 
> > representations are sometimes overly optimistic, so I will wait for 
> > the official order, but things are looking better. We are 
> > definitely gaining back some ground. SRD 
> > 
> > 
> > Steven Donziger 
> > 212-570-4499 (land) 
> > 212-570-9944 (fax) 
> > 917-566-2526 (cell) 
> > 
> > Steven R. Donziger 
> > Law Offices of Steven R. Donziger, P.C. 
> > 111 E. 79th St. #5 
> > New York, New York 10021 
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> > Email: sdonziger@gmail.com 
> > 
> > 
> > Steven Donziger 
> > 212-570-4499 (land) 
> > 212-570-9944 (fax) 
> > 917-566-2526 (cell) 
> > 
> > Steven R. Donziger 
> > Law Offices of Steven R. Donziger, P.C. 
> > 111 E. 79th St. #5 
> > New York, New York 10021 
> > Email: sdonziger@gmail.com 
> 
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DRAFT/July 2612006 

The Honorable Alberto R Gonzales 
Attorney General 

US. Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20530 

Alice Fisher 
Director, Criminal Division 

US. Department of Justice 
10th & Constitution Ave., NW 
Bond Building, 4th Floor 
Washington, DC 20530 

Linda Chatman Thomsen 
Director, Division of Enforcement 

US. Securities & Exchange Commission 
101 F Street, N.E 
Washington, DC 20549 

,::-e {'., "";"'''' 

Dear Attorney General Gonzales, Ms. Fisher, and Ms. Chatman-Thomsen: 

We write to request that the United States Department of Justice (DOJ) investigate recent acts by 
the Chevron Corporation in Ecuador that appear to violate the anti-bribery provisions of the Foreign 
Corrupt Practices Act (FCP A). Concomitantly, we ask the SEC do the same under the various 
accounting provisions of the FCP A, which grants that agency appropriate jurisdiction. 

As discussed below, and detailed in the attached memorandum, in October 2005 a Chevron-
employed security agent in Ecuador, apparently under the direction of one or more Chevron lawyers 
and management executives, engineered the production of a false military intelligence report by an 
Ecuadorian army officer that was used to deceive a trial judge into temporarily shutting down a 
landmark environmental trial against Chevron at a critical moment This false report was produced 
at an Ecuadorian military base where Chevron maintains a private residential villa for its legal team, 
for which it pays a monthly rent, and where it uses uniformed Ecuadorian soldiers to assist its 
lawyers and technical experts during the trial. The production of this false report had the effect of 
severely prejudicing, to Chevron's advantage, the interests of the class of30,000 rainforest dwellers 
who for several years have been litigating environmental claims against Chevron. 

In effect, we believe there is sufficient evidence to investigate whether Chevron employees bribed 
or offered some benefit to the Ecuadorian army officer to produce the false military intelligence 
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report. Many of the facts herein already have been independently confirmed by an investigation by 
Ecuador's Ministry of Defense, whose report is explained in the attached memorandum and 
annexed thereto. We have also annexed a copy of a private security contract that Chevron 
maintains with an Ecuadorian army base, Rayo 24, where we believe the false report originated. 
This contract confirms the facts of the private villa and a series of arrangements that Chevron 
maintains with Ecuadorian military personnel that relate to the possible FCP A violation. 

Background 

Chevron is currently a defendant in the Superior Court of Nueva Loja (Lago Agrio), in the Amazon 
region of Ecuador, in an environmental class action lawsuit relating to its operation of Ecuador's 
Napo Concession from 1964 to 1990. This concession is in the Ecuadorian provinces of Sucumbios 
and Orellana, and encompasses an area roughly the size of Rhode Island that includes the ancestral 
lands of five indigenous groups and approximately 80 farmer communities. The lawsuit alleges that 
during its operations in Ecuador Texaco (now Chevron) discharged over 18 billion gallons of toxic 
"produced water" into the rivers and streams used by residents for drinking and bathing, or a total 
discharge of pure crude 30 times greater than that spilled during the Exxon Valdez disaster; that it 
dumped drilling wastes and other toxic bypro ducts, such as the human carcinogen Chromium 6, into 
hundreds of unlined waste pits carved out of the jungle floor in and around roughly 350 well sites, 
and that these pits overflowed and further contaminated fresh water sources; that it burned millions 
of cubic meters of gas without any temperature or pollution controls; and that it generally relied on 
substandard technology and practices that violated industry standards and had been illegal in the 
United States for decades. 

Plaintiffs allege that these practices were in flagrant violation of Chevron's obligations under 
Ecuadorian law and of its operating agreement with Ecuador's government. Ecuadorian law dating 
to 1921 prohibits contamination of water sources, and Chevron's operating contract in Ecuador 
required it to "employ modern and efficient machinery," to "adopt all necessary measures to protect 
the flora, fauna, and other natural resources," and to "avoid contamination of waters, air, and lands". 
The lawsuit asserts the impacts have been devastating to the people of the region, accelerating the 
disappearance of one indigenous group (the Tetetes) already in decline and forcing two others (the 
Coflin and the Secoya) to the brink of extinction, in addition to causing dramatically elevated rates 
of cancer and other oil-related health problems. The Aguinda lawsuit asserts that Chevron is 
obligated under Ecuadorian law to remediate the damage and provide indemnification. The only 
independent assessment of the environmental damage, by the U.S. firm Global Environmental 
Operations, estimates clean-up to cost $6.14 billion, exclusive of personal damages. 1 

1 Chevron asserts as its primary defense that it signed a settlement agreement and was released by Ecuador's 
government after a $40 million remediation in tlle mid-1990s. Chevron also claims tlle contamination poses no risk to 
human healtll, despite evidence from the Aguinda trial tllat toxic contaminants and known human carcinogens exist at 
dozens of sites Chevron claims to have remediated at up to hundreds of times maximum levels permitted by norms in 
both Ecuador and tlle U.S. The Aguinda plaintiffs (and Ecuador's government) assert tllat tlle release (assuming it is 
valid) does not protect Chevron from claims of third-parties, such as tllose bringing tlle Aguinda action. Indeed, tlle 
release explicitly excludes protection from tlle claims of third parties. Further, tlle Ecuadorian government has charged 
in tlle Southern District of New York [¢it¢] - as have the Aguinda plaintiffs in Ecuador - tllat in any event tlle release is 
unenforceable because it resulted from a series of frauds, including tlle presentation by Chevron of misleading 
laboratory results designed to induce certification, among otller problems. In tlle Soutllern District, Chevron claims tllat 
tlle release is valid and tllat Ecuador breached it by not indenmifying Chevron for costs and potential damages flowing 
from tlleAguinda action. That matter, before Judge Leonard Sand, is scheduled for trial in March, 2007. 
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FCP A Violation 

The apparent FCP A violation occurred the day before a scheduled court-ordered inspection of an oil 
production site in Chevron's former concession area, the Guanta Station. This inspection was to 
take place on October 19, 2005, and it had been scheduled for weeks by the court. At site 
inspections during the Aguinda trial - 42 have taken place as of the time of this writing, with a 
handful more expected before the trial ends -- experts for the parties take soil and water samples 
that are submitted to independent laboratories for analysis to determine the extent of any oil-related 
contamination. The inspections frequently generate significant media attention in Ecuador and often 
are well-attended by local residents, many of whom have fought for years for their right to force 
Chevron to trial. The Guanta inspection promised to be particularly significant because it would 
occur on the ancestral territory of the Cofan people, who were planning to allege for the first time in 
formal legal documents and via live testimony, that Chevron's operational practices and decision 
making resulted in a physical and cultural genocide against their people. Approximately 50 Cofan 
of the 500 or so remaining (there had been 15,000 Cofan before Chevron's oil development in 
Ecuador) had planned to travel - at great expense and personal sacrifice - from their villages deep 
within the jungle to attend the inspection. Several of these persons planned to offer sworn 
testimony to the court as witnesses. Numerous journalists and other interested persons from across 
Ecuador and around the world - including a U.S. author and The New York Times Magazine 
contributing writer, and a reporter from the Associated Press -- were in Lago Agrio to attend the 
Gaunta inspection and hear the testimony of the Cofan people. It was widely believed that the 
inspection would be the first time that indigenous people would testify about their own cultural 
genocide in a trial in their own country. 

Late in the afternoon the day before the scheduled Guanta inspection, a seemingly mysterious 
Ecuadorian "military intelligence report," citing vague "security concerns" that suggested Chevron's 
lawyers and technical team was under threat by the Cofan, was time-stamped at the Court at 5:46 
p.m. The report, which is attached as an annex to the Memorandum, contained no supporting 
evidence or sourcing to validate its claims. A letter signed by Chevron's lead attorney in the 
Aguinda action, Adolfo Callejas, arrived at the Court shortly thereafter, time-stamped at 5:56 pm, 
seeking the suspension of the Guanta inspection based on the false military intelligence report. 
Presiding Judge Efrain Novi1lo then signed an order suspending the inspection at 5:59 p.m. - one 
minute before the close of business, after which by law no judicial orders can be issues. These 
events transpired without notification to attorneys for the plaintiffs - an apparent violation of court 
rules and protocol. These facts are undisputed. 

It is also undisputed that the military intelligence report used to suspend the Guanta inspection was 
written at Rayo 24, the Ecuadorian military base in the town of Lago Agrio that contains the 
Chevron villa. Further, Chevron has a private contract with the Rayo 24 military base, whereby it 
pays the base $3,000 per month for use of the villa. The contract specifies that the villa will be 
gifted by Chevron to the military base at the end of the trial. The affected communities and 
indigenous groups have long complained that such an arrangement is inappropriate and undermines 
the integrity of Ecuador's armed forces, if not of the trial itself, given the historic influence of 
Ecuador's army in the region. 

Also undisputed is that on the same day the false military intelligence report was produced, two 
high-level Chevron employees from the U.S. were at the Rayo 24 base and stayed there that night. 
These employees were Ricardo Reis Veiga, Chevron Vice President for Downstream Operations in 
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Latin America with offices in Coral Gables, Florida, and Jeff Moore, a public relations executive 
based at Chevron's global headquarters in San Ramon, California. 2 Reis Veiga and Moore were 
seen by various observers at the base, and they have not disputed their presence at the base on the 
day the false report was written. 

The following day, lawyers for the plaintiffs and several Cofan leaders pressed for an explanation of 
the military report from the commander of the local military base. This commander, a Lt. Narvaez, 
insisted that the report was unauthorized and illegal. He shortly thereafter suspended the military 
officer who wrote it. When plaintiffs questioned Chevron's involvement in the creation of the 
unauthorized report and in its submission to the court, the company angrily responded with a series 
of press releases, insisting: 

[T]he allegations made by the plaintiffs' attorneys and supporters that Chevron has 
[interfered] or in any way manipulated the evidence or reports by the Ecuadorian 
military with respect to the safety conditions that determined the Court to declare the 
postponement of the Guanta station judicial inspection are false, irresponsible and 
defamatory. 3 

Nonetheless, continued outcry from the plaintiff communities and Ecuador's press (the sudden 
suspension of the Guanta inspection was covered widely on television and in newspapers in the 
country) prompted the Ministry of Defense in Quito to accede to a formal request by representatives 
of the affected communities to conduct its own investigation into the matter. The results of this 
investigation were released on February 3, 2006, and they clearly expose Chevron's denials as 
outright falsehoods. The Defense Ministry's report includes a sworn affidavit by the military 
intelligence officer who signed the false report, Major Arturo Velasco, in which he states that (1) a 
"Texaco official" (Captain Manuel Bravo, a retired Ecuadorian army officer currently working for 
Chevron as a security officer.) and other members of Chevron's private security team approached 
him and expressly asked him for something to use to cancel the inspection; (2) the "intelligence" 
underlying his report was unsupported hearsay provided by the Chevron agents themselves, without 
any backup documentation; (3) Chevron's agents exerted significant personal pressure on him to 
produce the report; and (4) Chevron's agents themselves delivered the report to the Court against his 
clearly expressed wishes. Chevron has yet to provide any fact-based response or explanation for its 
involvement in these events, as revealed in this report. To the best of our knowledge, Chevron has 
not disputed the underlying facts in this Defense Ministry report other than its conclusory 
statements that the claims of the Aguinda plaintiffs are defamatory. 

Although quite clear as to Chevron's general involvement, the Ecuador Defense Ministry report 
leaves a lot of questions unanswered - many of them dealing with facts that can only be adduced in 
the United States, outside the Ecuadorian Defense Ministry's jurisdiction. For example: 

2 Reis Veiga is the former Texaco official and current Chevron Vice President who supervised the remediation that the 
Ecuadorian government and the Aguina plaintiffs allege was fraudulent. He is part of the team of U. S. -based Chevron 
lawyers overseeing the Lago trial, and he often has appeared at Chevron press conferences in Ecuador defending the 
company's practices. Moore is as a public relations executive for Chevron. Based on information and belief, one of his 
areas of responsibility is to protect Chevron's image in press accounts of the Ecuador trial. 
3 "Chevron Responds to Allegations Concerning Its Security Plans and the Postponement of the Judicial Inspection of 
the Guanta Production Station," Chevron Press Release, January 25, 2006, available at 
http://www.texaco.com/sitelets/ecuador/enipress releasesl2006-0 1-25 guanta.asp. 
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(1) To whom in Chevron's hierarchy did Major Bravo answer? Did he receive his instructions 
directly from Mr Reis Veiga andlor Mr Moore, the two Chevron executives at the military 
base at the time the false report was written? What was the involvement of any member of 
Chevron's Ecuadorian legal team, such as lead lawyer Adolfo Callejas, who was also at the 
military base at the time the false report was written and who wrote the letter to the judge 
misrepresenting the report as legitimate? Was Callejas operating under instructions from 
Reis Veiga or somebody else at Chevron? 

(2) What was there any communication between Chevron employees at the Lago military base 
where the false report was written, and any Chevron employee in the US.? Did anybody 
in Chevron's legal office give instructions that day relating to the production of this false 
report? What was the involvement, if any, of Edward J. Scott, Chevron Vice President and 
General Counsel, the person in Chevron's legal department ultimately responsible for the 
Lago litigation and who has been to Ecuador personally on matters relating to the 
litigation? 

(3) What Chevron employees or agents, both in Ecuador and the US., might have authorized-
or have known of but failed to prevent - these corrupt acts giving rise to this potential 
FCP A liability? What Chevron employees or agents were involved in the subsequent effort 
to cover-up these facts by attacking the plaintiffs in various press releases? 

(4) How did Major Bravo, the "Texaco official", convince the local chief of military 
intelligence to sign off on a report that would certainly be challenged and that would likely 
- and in fact did - cause harm to his reputation and prejudice his career? To what exent 
was Major Bravo's private security firm, Sepriv, coordinating with any Chevron employee 
or agent in the U.S.? 

The FCPA's broad global scope was intended to address situations where local authorities for 
whatever reasons appear unable or unwilling to act against corrupt behavior by US. companies. 
Moreover, we share a great respect for the FCPA's founding ideals of ensuring fair play in the 
international commercial field and respect for the rule of law. The sort of corrupt behavior alleged 
in this letter and in the attached Memorandum is a patent offense to these ideals -- indeed it has 
already succeeded in working prejudice and undermining the rule of law in perhaps the most 
significant civil case that Ecuador's judicial system has ever addressed. 

Given the seriousness of the allegations, and the real danger that corrupt acts may otherwise go 
unpunished, we request that the DO] and SEC open investigations into the FCP A violations herein 
alleged and discussed in detail in the attached Memorandum. 

Sincerely, 

Luis Yanza 
Aguinda v. Chevron Texaco Coordinator 
Frente de Defensa de la Amazonia 

Alejandro Ponce Villacis 
Attorney, Aguinda v. Chevron Texaco 
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Nov '06 

TIMELINE FOR CASE ACTIVITY PLAN 

SUBJECT ACTIVITIES TIME OR DEADLINE PERSON COMMENTS RESPONSIBLE 
1. Hold a meeting at court to Monday, November 27 Luis, Juan Pablo, Pablo, Take A W's motion and the 
provide information about the and Manuel Pallares Judge's ruling ordering the 
scope and objectives of the expert report. 
global assessment. 
2. Workshop to define the Mid-December Luis, Esperanza and 
methodology of the global Manuel P. 
assessment. 

GLOBAL 3. Set the structure of the expert Set no later than the end of Steven, Luis, Pablo and ... 
ASSESSMENT report, techs who will December 2006 

participate, components of the 
(to get started in study, expert and budget. 
December and 4. Presentation of the expert Immediately file the motion Pablo and Legal Team 

January) report and legal defense of the (November 30,2006) 
global assessment, regardless of 
what happens with CV's 
inspections. 
5. Political pressure - As long as necessary until we're Must be coordinated with 
Constantly visit and watch the sure that the global assessment Luis Yanza, Robinson, the leaders of the 
Court to prevent CV from will not be stopped. leaders of the [Assembly] nationalities and the FDA 
stopping the global assessment. and Pablo [Amazon Defense Front] 
6. COMMUNICATION- As long as necessary until we're Communication team, Make a plan 
Pressure through the media and sure that the global assessment Luis Yanza, Robinson 
generate debates with the will not be stopped. 
nationality leaders to ensure 
that the PG [global assessment] 
is not stopped. 
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LEGAL- Prepare and file a 
motion with the Court of Justice 
asking the Court to demand that 
Texaco respond concerning its 
inspections. 

Texaco 2. COMMUNICATION- Exert 
INSPECTIONS pressure through the media, so 

that Texaco will appear to be 
responsible for delaying the 
case. 
3. INSPECTIONS- Once they 
ask for inspections, prepare to 
attend them to the extent 
feasible and we are able to. 
1. EVIDENCE REQUESTED 
BUT NOT PROVIDED. 
Follow up with public 
institutions that were requested 
to provide information on the 

ANALYSIS OF case to the Court but have not 
EVIDENCE yet done so. 

PROVIDED BY 2. EVIDENCE REVIEW-
THE PARTIES Develop an evidence matrix for 

the evidence provided by each 
of the parties and for the 
evidence that the plaintiffs still 
need. 
3. LETTERS ROGATORY-
Follow up on the letters 
rogatory sent to the U.S. 

CERT. GEOTEXT VER: JD 

First week of December at the 
latest 

Immediately after the Judge issues 
an order on this. 

Undetermined. May begin in 
February. 

Beginning November 24, until 
obtained. 

From now on. 

From now on. 

Pablo Fajardo 

-Communication Team, 
coordinate with legal 
team 

Legal and technical 
team. 

Juan Pablo S. 

Julio Prieto and Juan 
Pablo S. 

Alej andro Ponce, 
Steven Donziger, and 
Juan Pablo S. 
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DESIGN AND DRAFTING- February through August 2007 Alejandro, Steven, 
We should start preparing the Pablo, Alberto W. 

CLOSING structure of the closing brief 
BRIEF based on an evaluation of the 

evidence presented; draft the 
closing brief as we go. 
Follow up on the case started Ongoing. Julio Prieto and Luis Y. 

PROSECUTOR'S with the Ecuadorian Prosecutor 
CASE General 

Respond to each filing, report, Ongoing. Pablo Fajardo, with 
COURT report clarification and other support of the team and 

MONITORING arguments or motions that come legal and leaders 
up in the case. 

SOCIAL PLAN ... 

GENERAL TIMELINE FOR COMPLETING THE CASE 
(estimated time) 

SUBJECTS ESTIMATED TIME COMMENTS 
- Respond to motions on the global assessment Need to set up a basic communication plan and 
- Motions and pressure to get Texaco to begin DECEMBER 2006 - JANUARY 2007 plan for monitoring the court for these 2 
its inspections. months. 
- Watching and monitoring the Court to ensure 
that the [Global Assessment] begins. 
Global assessment commences END OF JANUARY-FIRST WEEKS OF The sooner the better 

FEBRUARY 2007 
Texaco inspections commence FEBRUARY 2007 Depending on pressure by us and the court to 

begin sooner, but will not be this year. 
Global assessment completed JULY-AUGUST 2007 We should aim to complete as soon as possible 

Texaco inspections completed JUNE-JULY 2007 We should pressure for earlier completion 
Parties responses to the global assessment. AUGUST-NOVEMBER 2007 These steps cannot be skipped, and they will 

take time. 
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Responses, clarifications to Texaco's expert JULY-NOVEMBER 2007 These steps cannot be skipped, and they will 
reports. take time. 
All evidence presented; ask the Court to declare FEBRUARY 2008 This is the goal as long as we don't have any 
the case ripe for decision. major issues that disrupt this ambitious plan. 
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TEMA 

PERITAJE 
GLOBAL 

(meses de 
diciembre y 
enero para 
arrancar) 

bL 
CRONOGRAMA DEL PLAN DE ACTIVIDADES DEL CASO 

ACTIVIDADES 
1. Realizar una reunion en la 
Corte, para informar sobre el 
alcance y del peritaje 
global. 
2. Taller para definir la 
metodologfa del peritaje global 
3 . Definir la estructura del 
Peritaje, tecnicos que 
intervendrian, componentes del 
estudio, Perito y presupuesto. 
4. Presentaci6n de Peritaje y 
defensa juridica del peritaje 
global, independientemente de 
10 que suceda con las 
inspeccione de CV. 
5 Presion politica.- Vi sitar y 
vigilar constantemente la 
Corte, para impedir que CV, 

detener el peritaje global 
6. CQMUNICACION.-
Presionar por los medios de 
comunicaci6n, y generar 
debates con los dirigentes de 
las nacionalidades para lograr_ 

-que el PG no se detenga 

TIEMPO 0 PLAZO 
Lunes 27 de noviembre 

Mediados de diciembre 

Definido maximo hasta finales 
del mes de diciembre de 2006. 

Inmediatamente se presenta la 
peticion (30 de noviembre-de 
2006) 

Durante el tiempo que sea 
necesario, hasta estar seguro 
que no se detiene el peritaje 
global. 
Durante el tiempo que sea 
necesario, hasta estar segura 
que no se detiene el Peritaje 
global. 

RESPONSABLES 
Luis, Juan Pablo, Pablo y 

Manuel Pallares 

Luis, Esperanza y Manuel 
P. 

Steven, Luis, Pablo y ... 

Pablo y Equipo legal 

Luis Yanza, Robinson, 
dirigentes de la Asamblea 

y Pablo 
Equipo de comunicacion, 
Luis Yanza, Robinson ..... 

OBSERV ACIONES 
LlevCi!, escrito de A W Y 
Providencia del Juez en la 
que se ordena el Peritaje. 

Se debe coordinar con los 
dirigentes de las 
nacionalidades y del FDA 

Hacerplan 
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INSPECCIONES 
DE Texaco 

ANALISIS DE 
LAPRUEBA 
APORTADA 

PORLAS 
PARTES 

JURIDICO.- Elaborar y 
presentar un escrito en la Corte 
de Justicia, pidiendo a la Corte 
que exhorte a Texaco a 
pronunciarse sobre sus 
inspecciones. 

Maximo la .primera semana de 
diciembre. 

2. COMUNICACION.- Racer Inmediatamente exista una 
presion por los medios, a fin de providencia del Juez al respecto. 
hacer ver a Texaco como la 
responsable que esta dilatando 
el_proceso. 
3. INSPECCIONES.- Una No determinado. Posiblemente 
vez que ellos pidan las inicien en febrero. 
inspecciones, prepararse para 
asistir a las misffiaS de. acuerdo 
a nuestras posibilidades y 
realidad. 
1. PRUEBA SOLICITADA y. 
NO DESP ACHADA.- Desde el dia 24 de noviembre 
Realizar el seguimiento en las en adelante, hasta que se 
instituciones publicas, a las consiga. 
cuales se les solicito que 
entreguen informacion sobre el 
caso a la Corte, pero que no 
han entregado. 
2. REVISION DE LA Desde ahora en adelante 
PRUEBA.- Realizar una 
matriz de la prueba aportada 
por cada una de las partes en 
litigio y de la que hace falta a 
los actores. 
3. EXHORTOS.- Realizar el Desde ahora en adelante 
seguimiento de los exhortos 
que se han enviado a los 
Estados Unidos de 
Norteamerica. 

Pablo Fajardo 

Equipo de Comunicacion, 
coordinar con equipo legal 

Equipo legal y tecnico. 

Juan Pablo S. 

Julio Prieto y Juan Pablo S. 

Alejandro Ponce, Steven 
Donziger y Juan Pablo S. 
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DISENO Y REDACCION.- Febrero hasta agosto de 2007 Alejandro, Steven, Pablo, 
Debemos Ir preparando la Alberto W. 

ALEGATO estructura del alegato final y 
FINAL con base en el analisis de la 

prueba que se haga, ir 
redactando el alegato final. 
Dar un seguimiento al proceso Permanentemente Julio Prieto y Luis Y. 

CASO iniciado en la Fiscalia General 
FISCALIA del Estado. 

Responder a cada uno de los Permanentemente Pablo F aj ardo con el apoyo 
VIGILANCIA escritos, informes, del equipo y legal y 

EN LA CORTE de informes y demas dirigentes. 
argumentos 0 incidentes que 
susciten en el proceso. 

PLAN SOCIAL ... 

CRONOGRAMA GENERAL PARA TERMINAR EL CASO 
(tiempo estimado) 

TEMAS TIEMPO ESTIMADO COMENTARIOS 
- Responder incidentes sobre peritaje global Hay que armar un plan basico de 
- Incidentes y presion para que Texaco DICIEMBRE 2006-ENERO 2007 comunicacion y de vigilancia en la corte para 
empiece con sus inspecciones. estos 2 meses·. 
- Vigilancia y monitoreo a la Corte para 
asegurar el inicio del P.G. 
Inicio del peritaje global FINALES DE ENERO-PRIMERAS Sin es antes que mejor 

SEMANAS DE FEBRERO 2007 
Inicio de inspecciones de Texaco FEBRERO 2007 Depende de la presion nuestra y de la corte 

para empezar antes, pero no· sera en este ano. 
Terminaci6n del peritaje global JULIO-AGOSTO 2007 Debemos apuntar a terminar antes en 10 

posible 
Terminaci6n inspecciones Texaco JUNIO-JULIO 2007 Debemos presionar para terminar antes 
:gronunciamientos de las partes al informe AGOSTO-NOVIEMBRE 2007 Son pasos que no se pueden .obviar y tomara 
·del peritaje global. su tiempo. 
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Pronunciamientos, aclaraciones a los 
informes periciales de Texaco. 
Evacuada toda la prueba y pedido de autos 
para sentencia. 

JULIO-NOVIEMBRE 2007 Son pasos que nos se pueden obviar y 
tomaran su'tiem-.£o. 

FEBRERO 2008 Esta es la meta siempre y cuando no 
tengamos problemas que alteren . 

este ambicioso plan. 
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from: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Pabro Fajardo Mendoza [pafabibi@gmaiLcom] 
Wednesday! January O.2j 2008 2:08 PM 
ALEJANDRO PONCE; ANCHUNDIA ALEXANDRA; Juan Pablo Saenz; JULIO PRIETO; 
LUI.S YANZA: STEVEN DONZIGER 
TASKS 
NECESSARY TASKS TO BE COMPLETED IN THE YEAR 2008 [TAREAS 
NECESARIAS A DEARROLLAR [sic] EN EL ANO 2008].doc 

Friends, colleagues and comrades of the legal team: 

I've attached a document about some tasks and goals for 2008 that [we will be] discussing. 

Please take a look at it, and if I've missed something, add it and let me know. 

Hugs to all you guys, there is no longer a woman on the team ... 

Pablo Fajardo 
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NECESSARY TASKS TO BE COMPLETED IN THE YEAR 2008 

Dear friends, colleagues or comrades of the legal team, we're beginning a new year, and with it, we should 
rethink and reorganize the necessary tasks that we should complete over the year 2008. 

Below I offer for your consideration the following activities which we should complete over the 363 days we 
have left in this year. 

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: Knock out the opponent, until destroying it. But before that happens, we have to 
cash the juicy checks ... 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

1. Not wait for them to attack us, instead always keep attacking. Keeping in mind what they can do. 
2. Show that they're corrupt, thieves and destroyers. 
3. Create more arguments planned to destroy them further. 
4. Stir up the cases: Supreme Court of Justice and Prosecutor's Office (we take advantage of the new 

Prosecutor). For example, we could file a complaint with the Prosecutor's Office reporting the fact that 
Texaco operated and extracted crude outside the concession area. 

5 . Watch over the Havoc case. 
6. Coordinate with the President of the Republic for defense on the accusation of denial of justice. 
7. We expand and sell the case better at different levels of Ecuadorian and Latin American society. 
8. We watch over the process of naming new Superior Court Justices. 

So, we will be alert and very watchful over all proceedings and activities related to the main case. 

JANUARY 

1. Sustain the watch over the Court with the legal team and the social base (we should understand that 
there will be a new judge, and we need to show the new judge that have we've been strong, from day 
one). 

2. Complete the answers to filings that we have pending. 
3. Intensify the attack on the enemy (all of us should think of more aggressive things to further destroy the 

political, economic and social image of the company and its defenders). 
4. Get the interpreter into position for the moral damages claim before the judge and follow the proper 

procedure. 
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5. Complete all preparation work for the inspection we need to conduct in upcoming days. (Annexes: 
genocide, health, HBT-AGRA, fusion, violations of justice ... among others) 

6. Prepare the legal scenario for the defense of the expert report. 
7. Follow up on the theft case at Expert Cabrera's office. 

FEBRUARY 

1. Begin drafting the final argument ... 
2. Attack the enemy to defend the expert report ... 
3. Sustain the moral damages claim 
4. Conduct the Aguarico 02 well inspection 

MARCH 

1. Write the answer to the expert report 
2. Continue drafting the [final] argument 
3. Respond to the CV attacks 
4. Coordinate with the Communications team on the scheduled announcement of the expert report results. 

This will allow us to place the report before the Public opinion in order to make it airtight against the 
campaign Texaco will launch. 

APRIL 

1. Complete the draft of the [final] argument 
2. Complete the draft of the position statement regarding the expert report and submit it 
3. Keep up with minor responses and heavy attacks 
4. Mediation Hearing in the Moral damages claim 

MAY 

JUNE 

RESPONSES BY THE EXPERT TO THE QUESTIONING BY Texaco AND US 

JULy 
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AUGUST 

File position statement on the expert's clarifications 

SEPTEMBER 

File [final] argument and request for resolution ... 

DECEMBER 

Cash juicy checks 

Well, we all know that there will be a ton of minor things we'll need to work on and that will, in fact, keep us 
busy the entire year. 

What I want to make clear, comrades, are the most important points that we should carry out and the very strong 
front we must maintain. Our duty is to exert the maximum possible pressure, so that the judge or the Court, so 
that the case, does not become paralyzed. We need to press for CV to be given a lot of time to state our position 
on the expert report .. .in short, not give the enemy much time 

Humbly, 

Pablo Fajardo M 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Pablo Fajardo Mendoza [pafabibi@gmail,com] 
Wednesday, January 02,20082:08 PM 
ALEJANDRO PONCE; ANCHUNDIA ALEXANDRA; Juan Pablo Saenz; JULIO PRIETO; 
LUIS YANZA; STEVEN DONZIGER 
TAREAS 
TAREAS NECESARIAS A DEARROLLAR EN EL ANO 2008.doc 

Amigos J colegas y camaradas del equipo legal. 

Adjunto un documento que 10 iemos discutiendo sobre algunas tareas y metas del 2008. 

Por favor denle un ojaso J si algo se me escapa J incrporen y haganmelo saber. 

Un abrazo a todos ya no hay mujer en el equipo ... 

Pablo Fajardo 
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TAREAS NECESARIAS A DEARROLLAR EN EL ANO 2008 

Estimados amigos, colegas 0 camaradas del equipo legal, estaos iniciando un nuevo ano, 
y con ello debemos repensar y reorganizar las tareas necesarias que debemos realizar en 
el transcurso del ano 2008. 

Pongo bajo vuestra consideracion las siguientes actividades que debemos realizar a 10 
largo de los 363 dias que nos restan de este ano. 

OBJEIVO GENERAL.- Noquear al contrincante, hasta pulverizarlo. Pero antes que so 
ocurra debemos cobra los jugosos cheques ... 

OBJETIVOS ESPECIFICOS. 

1. No esperar que ellos nos ataquen, sino nosotros continuar atacando Slempre. 
Teniendo en cuenta 10 que pueden hacer. 

2. Demostrar que son unos corruptos, ladrones y destructores 
3. crear mas argumentos planificados para destruirlos mas. 
4. Remover los casos: Corte Suprema de Justicia y Fiscalia (aprovechamos el nuevo 

Fiscal). Se me ocurre por ejemplo poner un nuevo escrito ante la Fiscalia 
denunciando e1 hecho que Texaco opero y extrajo crudo fuera del area de la 
concesion. 

5. Estar vigilantes del caso Havoc 
6. Coordinar con al Presidencia de la Republica para la defensa sobre la acusacion 

de la denegacion de justicia. 
7. Expandamos y vendemos mejor el caso en distintos niveles de la sociedad 

ecuatoriana y Latinoamericana. 
8. Vigilamos el proceso de designacion de nuevos Magistrados de las Cortes 

Superiores. 

En fin estaremos pendientes y supervigilantes de todos los procesos y actividades 
vinculados con el caso principal. 

ENERO 

1. Sostener la vigilancia en la Corte con el equipo legal y la base social. (debemos 
entender que habra nuevo juez, y necesitamos demostrarle al nuevo juez que 
somos fuerte, desde los primeros dias). 

2. Conc1uir con la respuesta los escritos que tenemos pendiente 
3. Redoblar el ataque al enemigo. (debemos pensar todos en cosas mas agresivas que 

destruyan mas la imagen politica, economica y social de la egresa y sus 
defensores) 

4. Posesionar al interprete para la demand a de dana moral ante el juez y darle el 
seguimiento adecuado al proceso. 
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5. Conduir con todos los preparativos para la inspecci6n que debemos realizar en 
los pr6ximos dias. (anexos: genocidio, salud, HBT-AGRA, fusi6n, of ens as a la 
justicia ... entre otros) 

6. Preparar el escenario juridico para la defensa del dictamen pericial 
7. Dar seguimiento al caso del robo ala oficina del Perito Cabrera 

FEBRERO 

1. Iniciar la escritura del alegato final ... 
2. Atacar al enemigo para defender el dictamen pericial. .. 
3. Sostener la demanda de dana moral 
4. Realizar la inspecci6n al pozo Aguarico 02 

MARZO 

1. Escribir la respuesta al dictamen pericial 
2. Continuar con la escritura del alegato 
3. responder a los ataques de CV 
4. Coordinar con el equipo de Comunicaci6n la difusi6n programada de los 

resultados del dictamen pericial. Esto nos permitini posesionar el dictamen ante la 
opini6n Publica para volverlo invulnerable por la campana que Texaco 
emprendenl. 

ABRIL 

1. Conduir la escritura del alegato 
2. Conduir la escritura del pronunciamiento al dictamen pericial y entregarlo 
3. sostener los respuestas menores y ataques fuerte 
4. Audiencia de Conciliaci6n en la demanda de dana Moral 

MAYO 

JUNIO 

RESPUESTAS DEL PERITO ANTE LOS CUESTIONAMIENTOS DE Texaco Y 
NOSOTROS 

JULIO 
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AGOSTO 

Presentar pronunciamiento a las aclaraciones del perito 

SEPTIEMBRE 

Presentar alegato y pedido de resolucion ... 

DICIEMBRE 

Cobrar jugosos cheques 

Bueno todos sabemos que haran monton de cosas menores que debemos trabajar y que de 
hecho nos mantendran muy ocupados todo el afio. 

Lo que quiero que este claro compafieros son los puntos mas importantes que debemos 
realizar y la linea muy fuerte que debemos mantener. Nuestro deber es presionar al 
maximo posible para que el juez 0 la Corte para que el caso no se paralice. Debemos 
presionar para que nos e conceda mucho tiempo a CV para pronunciarse sobre el 
dictamen pericial ... en fin no darle mucho tiempo al enemigo 

Humildemente 

Pablo Fajardo M 
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STATE OF NEW YORK 

COUNTY OF NEW YORK 
ss 

CERTIFICATION 

translations@geotext.com 
www.geotext.com 

This is to certify that the attached translation is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, a true 

and accurate translation from Spanish into English of the attached pages with Bates Nos. 

DONZ0003 6220-0003 6222. 
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ACTION PLAN 5/1/2009 
Selva Viva 

STRENGTHS 
• Commitment, integration-last year / 
• Clear objective / 
• Ties to players ... political and social, domestic and international 
• International impact 
• Acquired experience 
• Ability to connect 
• Media support 
• Image of credibility and trustworthiness 
• Adaptability to the environment 
• Quantity and quality of information 
• Technical ability of the team 

WEAKNESSES 
• Lack of coordination between domestic and international teams -
• Breakdown in team coordination 
• Lack of information about specific activities 
• Insufficient resources 
• Inability to execute plans 
• Invisibility of the ADAT [Asamblea de Afectados por Texaco-Assembly of Victims of Texaco] 
• Lack of trust in the team (marginalized on some issues) 
• Handling of the issue of participation by players 
• Lack of institutional knowledge about the case 
• Weak information about the ADAT 
• Late payments 
• Instability when structural change occurs 
• Impact of changes 

OPPORTUNITIES 
• Progress of the case 
• Prestige of the FDA 
• Internal support 
• Geopolitical situation 
• International handling 
• Internal support 
• Favorable geopolitical environment 
• Support from outside players 
• Diligent judge 
• CHv arbitration against the government 
• Global awareness of the environment 
• Public recognition of nationalities 
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• Number of plaintiffs 

iTHREATSi 
• Texaco's economic and political power 
• Lack of coordination and decisiveness on specific case activities 
• Low level of pro-activity by nationalities in the process 
• Lack of coordination and information in activities related to the case 
• Inadequate political framework 
• Country's international policy 
• Chevron arbitration against the state (if Chevron wins) 
• Political instability 
• Legal reorganization 
• PEPDA 
• Sensitive handling of the ADAT's image 
• Inadequate handling of the role of the gringo lawyers 
• Poor organization of the ADAT 
• Lack of international understanding of the ADAT's organizational process 
• More Chevron fabrication 

General Objective 
Get a judgment from the Sucumbios Provincial Court in 2009 

Specific Objectives 

1. Increase social pressures to get a judgment by strengthening channels of internal communications 
to link the teams and expand links to the outside public 

2. Increase pressure on the Provincial Court of Justice through legal mechanisms and social pressure 
3. Facilitate organizational stability and seek alternative mechanisms to raise resources 

Strategies 
o Generate spaces and mechanisms for links, communications and socialization, both 

internally and externally 
o Create alternative mechanisms to raise resources 
o Identify [fundraising] needs with a view to managing the cases 
o Organizational stability 
o Active role in proposals for new legal frameworks 

Objective 1.-

Objective 2.-
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Activities 
• Push the court to demand inspections with a view to performing inspections 
• Closing brief 

Objective 3.-

We need pressure of all kinds 
Constant pressure on the judge and the court for a fast decision 
Request a judgment 
Strengthen in-court presence, proactive role by ADAT 
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PLAN DE ACCIONES 2009-01..,05 
Selva Viva 

FORTALEZAS ... /. 
. • Compromiso, integraci6n-ultimo afio . 

• Objetivo claro.¥ 
'. Vinculaci6n con actores ......... politicos y sociales, nacionales e intemacionales 
• Impacto inteinacional . 
• Experiencia adquirida 
• Capacidad de vinculaci6n 
• Adhesi6n de los medios de comunicaci6n social 
• Imagen de credibilidad y corifianza . 
• Adaptabilidad a los entomos _ 
• Cantidad y calidad de informaci6n 
• Capacidad t6cnica del equipo ,-

DEBILIDADES 
• Desvinculaci6n entre el equipo nacional' y el intemacional 
• Fallas en vinculaciones de equipos 
• Falta de informacion sobre actividades puntuales 
• Insuficiencia derecursos 
• Incapacidad de ejecuci6n de planes 

.• Invisibilizacion de laADAT 
• Desconfianza en elequipo (marginadas en algurios temas) 
• Manejo de tema de participacion de actores 
• Desconocimiento del proceso historico .. 
• D6bil informacion sobre el ADAT 
• Impuntualidad enlos pagos 
• Inestabilidad frente al cambio estructutal 
• RepercuSi6n de cambios . 

OPORTUNIDADES 
• A vance del proceso 
• Prestigio del FDA 
•. Adhesion intema 
• Situacion geopolitica 
• Manejo intemacional 
• . Adhesiones intemas 
• SitUaci6n geopolitica favorable 

. • Apoyo actores extemos 
• Juez diligente 
• . Arbitraje de CHv contra el estado 
• Conciencia mundial. frente al ambiente 
•. Reconocimiento publico de las nacionalidades 
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• Nillnero de demandantes 

, • Poder economico y politico de Texaco 
• Descoordinacion y decision en actividades concretas al caso 
• D6bil protagonismo de las nacionalidades en el proceso 
• Descoordinacion y desinformacion en actividades conexas'al caso 
• Inadecuado marco politico 
• Politica internacioilli'r del pais 
• .Arbitrajes de ChevronC"ontra el estado (si gana Chevron) 
• 'Inestabilidad politica ' 
• Reestructuracion juridica 
• 
• Manejo sensible de la imagen del ADAT 
• Manejo inadecuado sobre el papel de los abogados gringos 
• Debilidad organizativa de la ADAT 
• internacional del proceso organizativo de la ADAT 
• Mayor creaci6n de , 

Objetivo General , 
Lograr sentenCla en lei. Corte Provincial de Sucumbios, durante el afio 2009 

Objetivos Especificos 
. . . .' 

1. F ortalecer la presi6n social para lograr sentencia, a trav6s del fortalecimiento de ' 
canales de comunicacion interna para vincular los equipos yampliar ta vinculacion 
con los publicos externos , 

2. Fortalecer la presion sobre la Corte Provincial de Justicia a traves de mecanismos 
legales y de presion social 

3. Propender la estahilidad organizacional y buscar mecanismos altemos para 
captacion de recursos 

Estrategias ' 
o Generaci6n de espacios y mecanisinos de vinculacion comunicacion y 

, socializaci6n tanto a myel intemo como extemo 
o Creaci6n de mecanismos alternos para captacion de recursos 
o Identificacion de las de capacitaci6n con miras a liderar los 

procesos 
o Estabilidad organizacional 
o Actoria en piopuestas de nuevos marcos legales 

, Objetivo 1.-

Objetivo 2.-
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Actividades. 
.• Empujar a la corte a exigi! inspecciones con el fill de evacuar inspecciones 

• Alegato 
Se requiere presi6n de todo tipo 
Presi6n permanente al Iuez y a la corte para una rapida determinaci6n 
Pedir sentencia . 
Reforzar presencia en la corte, de·ADAT 

Objetivo 3.-
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Monica Pareja [monica_pareja@hotmail.comj 
Wednesday, September 15, 2004 10:45 PM 
sdonziger@yahoo.com; awraye1 @msn.com 

Cc: dlr@mindspring.com; ccalmbacher@earthlink.net; manueI25@accessram.net; limcas2002 
@yahoo.com 

Subject: RE: delays in inspections 

Steven: 

As Alberto and Dave knows, since we were not prepared for the inspection of the stations, we 
had to negotiate with Texaco, leting them believe that we had accepted to stop the 
inspections for two weeks, when the truth was that "we" needed the time to finish our work, 
and to try to find the "perito", that could do that job. 

We obtained from Texaco that, until the end of the month, we will do inspections of wells, 
and we will start with the stations the first week of October, as we agreed, when we had the 
meeting, Friday night, at Hotel Quito. 

Regards, 

Monica 

>From: Steven Donziger <sdonziger@yahoo.com> 
>To: awrayel@msn.com, monica_pareja@hotmail.com 
>cc: dlr@mindspring.com, ccalmbacher@earthlink.net, manueI25@accessram.net, 
limcas2002@yahoo.com 
>Subject: delays in inspections 
>Date: Wed, 15 Sep 2004 10:14:19 -0700 (PDT) 
> 
>Alberto and Monica: 
> 
>To the extent possible, please try to set up the litigation so all delays in the inspections 
are the responsibility of Texaco unless it is absolutely unavoidable. In my opinion, this is 
necessary for various strategic/political/communications reasons -- as this case drags on, we 
might increasingly accuse Texaco of being the cause of the delays in an effort to speed up 
the process. Therefore, let's try to avoid a situation where they can defend themselves by 
claiming we sought the delays. 
> 
>This approach is consistent with one of our important public relations messages: that 
Texaco will do anything possible to avoid justice, including delaying the trial as much as 
possible. 
> 
>Thanks!!! 
> 
>Steven 
> 
> 
> 
>Steven Donziger 
>212-561-7456 (land) 
>917-566-2526 (cell) 
> 
>Steven R. Donziger 
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>Law Offices of Steven R. Donziger, P.C. 
>101 Fifth Avenue, 8th Floor 
>New York, New York 10003 
>Email: sdonziger@yahoo.com 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

MSN 8 helps ELIMINATE E-MAIL VIRUSES. <http://g.msn.com/8HMBEN/2743??PS=47575> Get 2 months 
FREE*. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Alberto --

<sdonziger@yahoo.com> [sdonziger@yahoo.comj 
Sunday, October 24,20047:41 PM 
awraye1 
Important Update 

I have thoroughly dissected our situation after spending three straight days with Edison, 
Monica, Dave, and a new person named Fausto who is very impressive. We have analyzed 
budgets, operations, the perito results, and the situation with Chuck. I want to give you my 
point by point analysis, with suggested courses of action subject to your approval, on a 
number of matters. This is subject to change, as I am still thinking through these issues, 
but I want your brain to start wrapping around the possibilities. Then, I will call you to 
discuss. Here are my various points: 

1) NEW YORK MEETING: I believe it imperative that you and I come to a common position before 
entering the meeting in New York. Our project in my opinion has been unfairly characterized 
("cenizas"), and I for one refuse to sit back and let those mischaracterizations stand -- not 
only because I believe they are unfair, but because they impugn you, me, and Monica at some 
level. We must in a balanced and objective way defend the work of the project thus far, the 
progress we have made, funds spent, and budgets going forward. You must defend the legal 
budget and I will help you, and I will defend the technical budget and I would ask that you 
help me. Monica and I have redone the technical budget with Edison, and it is lower. I will 
send you a copy once it is typed. The situation with Chuck is terrible and we must face it 
and get through it, per my suggestions below. 

2) CHALLENGES: Per the below, we must acknowledge the challenges (note I use the word 
"challenges" rather than "problems") as inevitable in a project of this magnitude and 
complexity, but emphasize they are being addressed properly as I believe they are. Chuck is 
obviously the biggest problem, but there are others -- such as explaining why the budgets 
seem to continually rise. We can go through these one by one when we talk. 

3) FUNDS: I cannot continue to administer this project without adequate funds. I know you 
feel the same way. A lack of funds arriving on a timely basis not only puts the case in 
jeopardy, but it makes it virtually impossible to litigate effectively and ends up increasing 
costs. I am killing myself to get these budgets as realistic as possible, and I will defend 
them to the hilt. In terms of fundraising, I will not let Cristobal stand in the way because 
this is a NECESSITY, NOT A CHOICE, AND IT IS SUPPORTED BY LUIS YANZA AND THE CLIENTS. 
However, it would be much easier to do the fund raising more quickly if Cristobal is 
supportive of our plans. I am confident he will buy in to what we are doing once we explain 
it. 

Other issues relating to the case: 

4) INSPECTION RESULTS: It is fundamentally inaccurate that the inspections thus far have 
been useless. The reality is that we have some GREAT results on some of the sites that will 
be like dropping a bomb over Texaco once we release them with the proper support, but we are 
limited until the Chuck problem is resolved. However, some of the sites are of limited use 
or even should be nullified because of chain of custody problems. We have completed five 
inspections where we know the results. This is my analysis of the sites, from best to worst, 
of the five sites for which we know the results: 
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Sacha 53: Excellent. No chain of custody problems. Results show Texaco anywhere from 2 
times over acceptable standards, to hundreds and thousands of times over international 
standard. Edison is perito, and he is working on the report. We recommend this be the first 
report release to the court because it puts us in the strongest position legally and 
politically. 

Sacha 48: Appears to be same excellent results as above, with the caveat that Chuck is the 
perito. 

Sacha 94: The results show massive contamination but the situation is confusing because 
PetroEcuador had a well built in 1994 and they dumped from this well in the same location. 
Thus, we are considering running additional tests to do forensic aging of the samples in an 
American lab. Chuck is the perito. 

Sacha 6 and 21: Major problem as chain of custody seals were broken in u.S. customs, either 
as a result of transport or sabotage. The fundamental problem is that we sent these to the 
USA -- a terrible mistake that Dave now acknowledges. In my opinion, and Monica agrees, we 
should petiton the court to redo the sampling at these sites, preferably with a new perito. 
That solves two problems -- we do not have to rely on Chuck for these two sites, and we can 
get the proper samples analyzed in Quito. It is not abnormal for samples to be corrupted in 
transport, and we have nothing to be ashamed of as this was beyond our control (we can 
explain this to the judge) and might have been the result of sabotage (which we can turn to 
our advantage). The other option is we use the results, which corroborate the results in our 
field, and ask the judge to give them any limited evidentiary weight he deems appropriate 
(although this too is predicated on Chuck's cooperation). 

Jennifer's reports: These are solid but our tentative plan is not to release them until after 
Edison releases his report. 

This, in terms of the five sites for which we have results, I am highly confident on one 
(53), highly confident on another (48) if Chuck will cooperate, moderately confident on one 
(94) if Chuck will cooperate, and pretty hopeless on two (6 and 21) but with a plan to redo 
those. If Chuck does not cooperate, only ONE of the five sites for which we currently have 
samples is usable. 

But, there is some GOOD NEWS. Remember that we have three other sites where the results have 
not yet come in, where Chuck is NOT the perito. Thus, out of eight sites we have FOUR that 
likely are usable, and we expect excellent results from all as the samples as they are being 
analyzed in Quito and the field tests indicate these will be devastating for Texaco. 

5) PUBLIC IMAGE: Assuming Chuck does not cooperate, how do we put our case in the best 
possible position? To me, we might have a relatively easy answer. Let me propose a 
scenario. First, we get extensions on all of Chuck's reports and we string him along by 
getting deadlines so he does not mess with us, and he believes everything is kosher. Then, 
we release Edison's report first from SA-53 EARLY in mid-November (before an extended 
deadline) so as to take Texaco by surprise. This report blows Texaco out of the water, 
allows us to call for the fiscal investigation, and keeps up our public image in a positive 
way. Then, we accelerate Edison's other two reports and Oscar's report from the pantano --
releasing another one in early December, and the other two in early January, all before their 
deadlines so Texaco can be taken by surprise again. Thus, our first four reports will be 
incredibly strong and they will frame the news story. Once we do this, any problem relating 
to Chuck will have either been solved in our favor, or the press will pay much less attention 
to it because the stupendous early results will cause them not to focus on it. Please let me 
know how and if we can do this consistent with Ecuadorian law. 

In terms of the long extensions for Chuck's report, Texaco perito Conner just put in for a 
90-day ADDITIONAL extension for SA6 and SA21, so I do not think this will be a problem if we 
want to use this strategy. 
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5) CHUCK: There is no way to avoid the fact this is a major problem. Personally, I feel 
shocked and betrayed but my feelings are irrelevant at this point. Chuck is threatening to 
sue us, and claims to have seen an Ecuadorian lawyer. In my opinion Chuck is a liar, he 
breached professional ethics, he probably has mental health issues, and I do not trust him. 
These are our options, as I see it: 

a) We try to work out a solution where he signs the reports, and we string him along per the 
above strategy. Note that he claims he wants to write the reports as he sees fit without 
cooperating with us. I am convinced he will also try to extort us for money. This is a very 
dangerous path, in my view, but one we must pursue within reason. Even if he agrees to 
cooperate for money, he might string us along and screw us down the road by putting 
prejudicial information in the report or asking for more money before he signs. That said, 
given our position, my inclination is to give it a try. We have leverage over him with funds 
owed plus his professional reputation in the United States. 

b) The other option is that we cut our losses and eat the problem. How? You must help. 
Maybe has engaged in illegal activities by violating his contract with us. Note that if we 
can redo 6 and 21 without him, that still leaves SA-94 and SH-48. In my opinion, we must be 
careful about sitting back and waiting for him to act against us. 

5) GOING FORWARD: One good thing is that the public perception of our case is still 
positive. We are going to do the inspections this week, solving the earlier problems (like 
the lab issue), which I will elaborate after our meeting tomorrow with the technical team. 
In my opinion, we can and should keep the inspections moving forward, assuming these issues 
can be solved. Monica and I are already solving them, but I will report final results 
tomorrow. 

6) OFFICE: Alberto, it is clear to me we need our own office. There is not enough space in 
your office. Ernesto seems to not want us to have access on nights or weekends. I think we 
should rent an office around the corner from your office for the technical team and Monica. 
In fact, I think this is essential. 

7) MONEY: Consider this possible solution: We send the money to an independent accountant, 
who cuts checks to team members under the supervision of Edison with my approval, and we 
scrap Selva Viva. You control the legal budget, but the accountant can cut your checks as 
well so your accountant does not have to worry about it. What do you think? 

I know this is a lot. I will call you later or tomorrow after giving you time to consider 
it. Or, you can call me in the hotel at 254-4600, ext. 129. 

Best, 

Steven 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Mitchell, C. MacNeil [CMitchel@winston.com] 
Wednesday, September 06,200612:43 PM 
sdonziger@gmail.com 
Bloom, Eric; Herrera, Raul 
RE: Ecuador 

I have gotten the go ahead from Raul to hire the type of person you suggest. 

We certainly want to keep the price down, so we will want to reconsider who makes the first 
approach. Maybe the best compromise would be for us (Tomas) to ask you to approach the 
person, and you would tell the person that you are acting at our request as our intermediary. 
In any way, it's something to think about. 

Neil 

-----Original Message-----
From: sdonziger@gmail.com [mailto:sdonziger@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 06, 2006 11:13 AM 
To: Mitchell, C. MacNeil 
Cc: Bloom, Eric; Herrera, Raul 
Subject: Re: Ecuador 

Will do. I am going to need until the beginning of next week to get u the info. Also, 
understand the price might rise significantly if u make the first contact but I will do my 
best. Regardless, it will cost much less than hiring somebody up here. Srd Sent from my 
BlackBerry® wireless handheld 

-----Original Message-----
From: "Mitchell, C. MacNeil" <CMi tchel@winston. com> 
Date: Wed, 6 Sep 2006 10:59:41 

To: "Steven Donziger" <sdonziger@gmail.com> Cc:"Bloom, Eric" <EBloom@winston.com>,"Herrera, 
Raul" <RHerrera@winston.com> 
Subject: Ecuador 

I think all of us here think this is a no-brainer and we should do it. In anticipation of our 
overcoming the usual bureaucratic hurdles, I would like to select the right (the best) 
individual for this task and get a tentative agreement on compensation. Can you give me a 
list and brief summary of the top 2 or 3 persons on your list. Since anyone we pick will be 
deposed, I think it would be better for us (Tomas or Manny) to make the first contact with 
the chosen individual. After that, we would want him to work, or at least closely 
coordinate, with your team. 

I am anxious to get started, so would appreciate your giving this a high priority. Many 
thanks. 

Neil 
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-----Original Message-----
From: Steven Donziger [mailto:sdonziger@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 06, 2006 10:07 AM 
To: Mitchell, C. MacNeil 
Subject: Re: Ecuador 

not very much ... if u let me set it up for you, probably not more than $100/day. 

On 9/6/06, Mitchell, C. MacNeil <CMitchel@winston.com> wrote: 

This sounds good. I have the usual problem of insuring payment and getting the AG's approval. 
Would such a person charge? How much? 

-----Original Message-----
From: Steven Donziger [mailto: sdonziger@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 06, 2006 8:47 AM 
To: Mitchell, C. MacNeil 
Subject: Re: Trip to Ecuador 

Neil 

Thanks Neil. In terms of the hidden pits, one quick and easy way to do it would be to get a 
local Ecuadorian who e could work with us to get educated. I know a lot of people who could 
do it who have experience in the petroleum industry and who would be credible. I can't 
really think of an eco-chica who would be effective or who really knows it. Let me know if 
you want to explore this. 

On 9/5/06, Mitchell, C. MacNeil <CMitchel@winston.com > wrote: 

Steven--

Have a good trip. Hopefully Alejandro has been speaking with our Ecuadorian attorneys (or 
those who will be ours once the AG retains them -- which we have been pushing him to do). We 
are all looking forward to reading the definitive history of private rights of action to 
remediate the environment in Ecuador. 

The hidden pits information should be very helpful and we look forward to seeing it. We 
have been asked to propose a 30(b)(6) deponent for Chevron to depose, and we are trying to 
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identify such witnesses. Unfortunately, we still have not been given (the AG still hasn't 
retained) an expert witness to liaise with Dr. Maest, so that is hurting us. 

Are there any NGO personnel (eco-chicas, for example) that are truly knowledgeable about 
the hidden pits cover up? While the ones we have talked to have been very dedicated to the 
cause, I think not a lot of them have really dug deep into the facts and can back up their 
assertions with hard evidence. 

Monday is fine. If we need to talk earlier, I'll email you. 

Neil 

-----Original Message-----
From: Steven Donziger [mailto: sdonziger@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 05, 2006 7:57 PM 
To: Mitchell, C. MacNeil 
Subject: Re: Another story on Chevron/Ecuador in Oil Daily 

Neil -- Wow. Good for you. I can't even think about things like that for my little one. 
Where is you son starting college? [Paul Smith's College in Saranac Lake NY. It has an 
excellent culinary arts program, which is what my son wants to do.] 

I am heading to Quito tomorrow. I have a 9 a.m. meeting Thursday to review all the hidden 
pits information that the team has put together for you. I am also going to sit with 
Alejandro to answer the questions Eric sent so that can be real clear. I will call you from 
Quito on Thursday or on Monday of next week if there is nothing urgent. (On Friday I have to 
be down in the jungle so that is not a good day). 

If you need to talk sooner, I am available tomorrow in the morning or just let me know and I 
will get back to you. 

Best to you, Steven 

On 9/5/06, Mitchell, C. MacNeil <CMitchel@winston.com > wrote: 
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Steve-- Just getting back from vacation and taking my son to college for his freshman year. 
Let's talk. As you saw from my other email, there is no longer any confidentiality order to 
deal with. 

Neil 

-----Original Message-----
From: Steven Donziger [mailto: sdonziger@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 29, 2006 9:08 AM 
To: Mitchell, C. MacNeil 
Subject: Re: Another story on Chevron/Ecuador in Oil Daily 

Neil -- Call when u get a moment and I will update you quickly. Thanks, Steven 

On 8/28/06, Mitchell, C. MacNeil <CMitchel@winston.com > wrote: 

Steven, 

Hope you are doing well. Thanks for the email input. 

What is happening with respect to Alejandro's memorandum? Is it being worked on? 

Also, we are being pressed to identify specific documents on the fraud issue. 

Is Dr. Maest's "chart" near completion? 

Has your team come up with supporting documents from the Lago Agrio trial? 

I am being held up in retaining our expert because of Ecuador's bureaucratic decisional 
mechanism, so this is putting us further behind. 

Any info you can get on this "Denuncia" that Kolis has referred us to would be 
appreciated. We are not getting info from the AG's office (yet anyway) on this issue. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Steven Donziger [mailto: sdonziger@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 28, 2006 11:54 AM 

Neil 
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To: Herrera, Raul; Mitchell, C. MacNeil; Bloom, Eric; Silver, Nicole; Garcia, A. Manuel; 
Leonard, Tomas 
Subject: Another story on Chevron/Ecuador in Oil Daily 

Friends: See p. 2 of the attached for the latest on the Lago trial as covered in Oil Daily. 
Also, it looks like I am postponing my trip to Ecuador until just after Labor Day. Best, 
Steven 

Steven Donziger 

212-570-4499 (land) 
212-570-9944 (fax) 
917-566-2526 (cell) 

Steven R. Donziger 
Law Offices of Steven R. Donziger, P.C. 
111 E. 79th St. #5 
New York, New York 10021 
Email: sdonziger@gmail.com 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this message 
has been received in error, please delete it without reading it. Your receipt of this message 
is not intended to waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message 
without the permission of the author. 

****************************************************************************** 
Any tax advice contained in this email wasnotintendedtobeused.andcannotbeused.by 
you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended. 

Steven Donziger 
212-570-4499 (land) 
212-570-9944 (fax) 
917-566-2526 (cell) 

Steven R. Donziger 
Law Offices of Steven R. Donziger, P.C. 
111 E. 79th St. #5 
New York, New York 10021 
Email: sdonziger@gmail.com 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this message 
has been received in error, please delete it without reading it. Your receipt of this message 
is not intended to waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message 
without the permission of the author. 

****************************************************************************** 
Any tax advice contained in this email wasnotintendedtobeused.andcannotbeused.by 
you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended. 
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Steven Danziger 
212-570-4499 (land) 
212-570-9944 (fax) 
917-566-2526 (cell) 

Steven R. Donziger 
Law Offices of Steven R. Donziger, P.C. 
111 E. 79th St. #5 
New York, New York 10021 
Email: sdonziger@gmail.com 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this message 
has been received in error, please delete it without reading it. Your receipt of this message 
is not intended to waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message 
without the permission of the author. 

****************************************************************************** 
Any tax advice contained in this email wasnotintendedtobeused.andcannotbeused.by 
you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended. 

Steven Donziger 
212-570-4499 (land) 
212-570-9944 (fax) 
917-566-2526 (cell) 

Steven R. Donziger 
Law Offices of Steven R. Donziger, P.C. 
111 E. 79th St. #5 
New York, New York 10021 
Email: sdonziger@gmail.com 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this message 
has been received in error, please delete it without reading it. Your receipt of this message 
is not intended to waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message 
without the permission of the author. 

****************************************************************************** 
Any tax advice contained in this email wasnotintendedtobeused.andcannotbeused.by 
you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended. 

Steven Donziger 
212-570-4499 (land) 
212-570-9944 (fax) 
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917-566-2526 (cell) 

Steven R. Donziger 
Law Offices of Steven R. Donziger, P.C. 
111 E. 79th St. #5 
New York, New York 10021 
Email: sdonziger@gmail.com: <mailto:sdonziger@gmail.com> 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this message 
has been received in error, please delete it without reading it. Your receipt of this message 
is not intended to waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message 
without the permission of the author. 
****************************************************************************** 
Any tax advice contained in this email wasnotintendedtobeused.andcannotbeused.by 
you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended. 
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[CERT.GEOTEXT] 

CC: 

12 Dec 2QC4 Q7:32:59 -OS'71O 

WdJ 

",A" 'I{'imy" <n.£Wtil'f'J'1.@nlsn.ClJm::.-, 
"5t€:\'en <sdCill;ifj(lr@yl1"i,::<z.rx:(ri'" 

"Nwili(:fj .• 
....... ............ , .......• -.................... ... 

1 {)fS 

Perhaps I'm out of the ioop on this one l but I strongly disagree about 
the Issue of costs. 
A cost IS not a trIvial Blatter. There is a quesUon of 
standards for cleanup, and that Issue by Uself has no.t been 
established. 
There is a much bigger question of quantlUes, and that has not 
reliablyestabUshed eilher. except in the most general way. 
FinaUy. there is the question of methods. Thete are several 
methods of cleanup, but the absoloutely cheapest way to cleanup 1:5 
to leave things. in place and let nature take lts courSe, 
ln the petroleum will degrade and become essentially inert or 
go to something appfOachang asphalt which IF I WERE TEXACO. I 

Where'slhe harm in leaving somethIng inert in the 
soU? That by itself is a powerful arguement 

hi my B,'15 bUlilon cost estimate, over 3 bUlion is for cleanup or 
groundwater. 
back in October of last year, I prepared the cost estimate. At that 
time Iwrole the followlog and It may be.lnsltuciive to take another 
look at the estimate. 

For a first estlmate: 
Category: 
Pits 
will cost $455 Minion. 

The remediation of the pits 
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[CERT .GEOTEXT] 

Ponds and Separatkm Stations The remedIation of the 
Ponds and Separation stations wUl cost $183 MilUort. 
Groundwater Cleanup: The groundwater 
cleanup from the varic)U$ stations and pits VI/in c.ost $190 
MlHion 
River If we confine the area to about 
200 km of rivers, the cost will be 
VVeUamis The remediation of the ,vetlands 
and their restoration win cost $1800 Million 
Olher Vvater Treatment Treatment or 
other types of contaminated \vater lNm cost $2026 MUllon 
Additionsllnfrastructure Upgra.ding infrastructure 
and olnerst1pport Including laboratory $140 Million 
Tota.l Estlrnated Cost 

$6114 
Million 

The cost projections above are very rough. There are a 
number of site specific factors andeconornies of scale which cao 
increase or decrease 
tha cleanup costs materiaUy. BeforB any specific action is 
undertaken, initial work must be performed to characterize and plan 
any remedial effort. 
This requires a good definitive study of the contamjrlant 
fevers and the amount of cleanup nacessary, including an 
assessment of the potential 
benefits and the damage. 
This type of study win require a substantial sampHng and 
idenUfication cam po ign lasUng betvvGen 6 and 9 months, The 
contamination win 
need to be assayed a ndlha quantities of materials contaminated t 
theiF leveis Qf contamlnatiofl and tile type of contarfljoation 
determined 
with precision and accuracy. Samples and sampling locations \f,lil! 
need to be ijdentified down to within 1 meter. Sampies collected, 
must be analyzed, and logged. Quality control analyses 
must also a part to of this study as wen as treatability studies to 
determjllethe best methods for various types of SOils. Careful 
thought must also be grve to the cleanlJpand removal 
operations and how to conduct them In such a marmerthat the soils 
and the wetlands Gan be restored t.o productivity in the most 
beneficial and cost effective t"l1anner. In the endt one mayhava a 
number (}f different teochnlques. not just one as outlined above. 
Techniques may include everything from bloiogical remediation to 
incineration.. Restoration may include replanting; reforestation, and 

DON=OOO39007 
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[CERT.GEOTEXT] 

other techniques. 
Ffnally. a plan must 00 developed for each type of area, The 
rernedial plan rnusl be supported by vendor quotations and 
commitments 
from iaooratories\ e.qulprnent manufacturers, and other suppliers .. 
The availability of mecnanicat equipment and transportation must 
als.o 
be a consideration" The remedial plan should be a very detailed 
feasiNlity study and cost estimate. It must also be perfQrmed In 
Ecuador by professionals 'Nho understand constructio nand 
costs. 

VVe believe that this study to develop the rernediation plan wm 
require sot-newhere between $15 Million usn and $25 Million USD 
to 

complete and require between 15 months and 18 months 
to complete, VVe foel this is a necessary first step defining 
the problem, 

I stand by that at this time. And if you bother the basis 
laid out in estimate, 
You note that in the abovee.stlmate; approximately 4 biUfon of 
the costs is for-cleanup Of swamps (patanos,) and rivers. 1, \/Va 
have not yet eve n 
defined a river contamination and don't know we are 
about iNlth raspect to c.osts. j know how those estimates are put 
togettler, and 
they are best guesses based upon a 'week of lOOKing at the sites) 
without any scientific data. 
The estimate for clean u p of thesrtes is only $455 minion pius sorne 
money for infrastructure and so say about $800 millkm 
wlth supervlskm and 
other things. as yet undefined. 

I· have not seen the. results from any of the patano sarnpling come 
ln t and don"t bavs a feel f(}j that work, But then thafs only 1,8 
bimOI1, Of about ·30i.yo ot the total. 
The rivers are only about 25% of the Case Of about 1,32 billion, and 
we have not even taken a stab at the rivers. 

There is yet another major issue. Methodology. Mother natore is 
not doing too bad a job of the contaminants from the pits. 
The data we are seeing so 
far strongly suggest that we. have some very low levels of Diesel 
range organics. or DROs. To date our arguements-hav€! been 
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concerned viith the effects on 
people and the potenoal exposure in order to create a hazard. let 
us remember that the cleanup standards in force at the time of the 
remediation was 2500 
mglKg of TPH, However generous t.hat may be I if that is in fact the 
ilofficfal lt number selected by the to which Texaco must clean 
Up. then we have a 
substantially lower and smaller case. 

Can I produce a cost estimate; year But look at the pattern you are 
developing and the data we. have and donlt have. vVe don;t have a 
good deti n ition of the 
extent of the contamination outside the pits. We have some data 
about the levels of conta.mination inside the pits; but the definition of 
the areal extent offhe 
contamination Is poor, Could you go out to the site today and rnark 
lines on the ground whIch say, "Dig here!"', I but to do so 
lNC)uld leave the false 
impression that by digging up X cub[c meters of soU and treating it, 1 
'Nould eliminate the problem, Thatls part of the $455 minion 
estimate. 
This arguement goes to remediarlon technique, 
If we am gOIng to get a good cost estimate) we need belter site 
definitlort 'Ne have some better definition but Ilot enough at this 
time to be able to tell what we are doing. The cost 'esimtae is based 
upon an assumption that we have to dig up the sites and burn 
the soil. then rejuvenate it 
[f we say that there are cheaper alternatives,such 
bioremediaiton, Texaco immedlately argues fOf leavlng the sites 
alone and 
letting nature take Its course. Net cost for remediaiton then 
becomes Zero' 
I prefer to argue that the true costs wIU be developed during 
the Globa! lospecUon. 
The danger here fS that Vife wUl have tVJO or perhaps 3 sets 'of costs. 
Texaco will argue that theywm have a much better cost, Zero basad 
on 
natural attenuation (which is a valid remedialton tachniqt)a.I). SQ 
let's not rush to judgement here and provide more information that 
we have to 
at thiS time. 
Dave 

The difference is between,an estimate and a guesstimate. Right 
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Page 5 of8 

At 12:f7 Attl112J12l2004, tbonifaz wrote: 

J agree with Alberto that we have to come with a flut1"IDer for the 
rCtl"lOOSatiO/l ai each sHe. I falill0 LHldarstatld wnatis the problem in 
coming tIP wIth a number. We have the dfrnen.sions of lhe :£illes, 
have tesled as to 'Nhllt depth the contamiinalti<lfl is, why can we 
come up vlJth fJ top QSUft'fate (}f what it "till cps! 10 remov-e all 

spoll and d.ispose of it at a certain place like It is done 
ali cooiamlnatod sitos in US. 

We .. hEitt.IQt\g ... __ 
... 
.. _y(>.tkJhat soing to pursue thl$ 

... .. 
agr9JllgJ!g911 .. 

With. if 
.. dlmQnf1t(litl$ .. 

.. a.n.4 .. 
... $..tralghlfQr.w.,ardA 

1 think we look Inept £f can not provldt} theso simple nurl"lbo{s as W'fl 
kick ea.th site. 

Since Manual hali the di:ita needetd to .eva I !Jete the dimE'lrlsions ef 
the sites I can come up with a number from this <lata. 

Original f ... less-age 
fi:rom: A 1/l/f3Y 
To; Donv.gsr 
Co; Oave ediSI.Jfl camino; MonIca Pareja ; cbcnifaz 
Sent: SalUfdi'ry, December 11. 2!J0411 :20 PM 
Subjeot: Re; import,ant question fer alberto 

The inspections were thought of to establish certain patterns or parameters that would later allow 
these bases to be applied to the global assessment. If we don't obtain certain patterns on costs by 
way of the inspections, any figure that appears in the global assessment would be a more or less 
subjective estimate. 
It's important that at every site we show: 1) That there is damage; 2) That Texaco caused it; 3) That 
it can be repaired; 4) That the repair would consist at least of certain activities that must be identified 
and; 5) How much it would cost. It is possible that at a certain site, the expert could say that he 
cannot set even an approximate value 

a 
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6 of S 

for some technical reason, but it would not be very convincing to maintain that a partial estimate 
cannot be given because, at the end, the global result would have to be established by way of a sum 
of partial costs. It is always possible to at least set forth certain bases upon which to calculate the 
costs, at least that's what I think. If that isn't technically possible, maybe you all should have let me 
know about the issue at the time when the first inspection was done, which is when, for the first 
time, I asked the question regarding the costs. Of course, we can quit insisting on the costs for each 
site, to Texaco's pleasure, but in this case we would be taking away from the strength of our 
evidence. 
In the end, if it is technically impossible to establish how much it costs to remediate the area of 
influence of a specific well, the expert should respond in this fashion. If you all prefer this question 
not to be asked in the future, it won't be asked. I don't see how we will support the calculation that 
may be done in the global assessment, but this is also a technical problem. 
AW 
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.............. unglnal MeS5age .. 
From; Steve n Donziger 
To: dlr@mfndsprirlg.com ; 
Iimcas2002@yahoo.com ; 
moniC8",,"pareja@nolmaiLr,.oID ; awraye1 @mst),com 
Co: cbonifaz@comcast.net 
Sent: FridaYl Dec9:rnber 10, 20048:0() PM 
Subject importa.nt quesUonfof alberto 

Alberto .. ", Please help resolve this. My 
as it always has beenj is flOl to etlgage in any 
premature cost estimates. based on inspection sites 
per Daveis reasoning below if this can be avoided. 
My is 'lhat the judgef. or perhaps our 
side l is for these cost estimates are 
near .. irnpo$$tble to make before all of the 
information is in on the total extent of the damage 
on an eCOS)iste.m",wide basis .. Please let us know if 
there is a way around this conundrum In the short 
term "'" or if we have to give cost estimates for each 
inspection site, If these were in the acLalthan how 
should we deal with them if we have great difficulty 
providing them predslon at this time? And, do 
you :agree that 'iNa should no longer ask fer cost 
estimates on remedia.Uon ona per ;site basis? 
Bestl Stoven 

DOt(.00t139811 
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Puge 70fS 

Dave Russell <dlr@mindspring.com> '.vrote: 
Edison: 
Redardlng cost datiL ... Absolutely NOT! 

\Nhy are we preJudg i ng the cases for the best 
remediation rnethod.s? 
That must beat the end wnen\Ne·know wna,twe 
are doing and have much better assessment of the 
oonlam inatlonl 
-VVe have SUfficient data for the remediation 
methods at this point, other than my efforts from 
last yeart 
Because we donlt know the extent of the soli 
contamination or the magnitude or extent 01 the 
groundwater contamination. nor ltieend objectivesr 

the levels tOl,vhcih we must clean I Vle cannot 
provjde anyone 'w'ith a realistic cost estimate, 
\t'Vhen we donft have cleanup or quantities of 
materia Is to be removed or treated. the costs are 
unknm\m, 

The groundwater will be the largest s.ingle factor 
and we have not measured it"$ areal extent or 
contamination levels! 

We cannot assign cost data which ate meaningful 
at any point until We have much much more 
information, 

Dave 

At 11 :02 AM 12)9/2004, you wrote: 

Dave: 

During Court Inspections, Monica 
1$ requesting to PeTitos: 
remediation rnethods and its cost 
Then the Perito in his Reporte 
must recomend remediation 
process for pits, sorroundjng 
areas, soil, water. etc. and 
complete costing for doing so. 
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May I propose to have} a dis-custon 
on thIs lssue. Dave wUh his 
expertlce, cao start it an 
abstract of the best rnethods for 
wen h)spected (11) and station 
inspected (3," 

Edison 

Do You -Everything you want to know about the United States, Latin America and the rest of the 
World. 
Visit Yahoo! News. 

Steven Donzigar 
.212-570-9944 (land) 
917,,566,.2526 (cell) 

Steven R. Donzigar 
Law Offices of Steven R. Danziger, P,C. 
1D1 Fifth Avenue, 8th Floor 
New York, New York 10003 

sdonziger@yahoo.com 

Y.;i!lIXl!!llC y.J! r:ohW (&:;*1',00 ,::!,' S&MelO! - C<lPyrlllht PrAlr:y. t,rj f'liil;RlG(¥ 
M:)TICE. ',\'1: irt,'rtTl,W:1f' lii11i 
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Translations, Inc. 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) 
ESTADO DE CALIFORNIA ) 

) 
COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO ) 
CONDADO DE SAN FRANCISCO ) ss 

CERTIFICATIONI 
CERTIFICACION 

This is to certify that the attached translation is, to the best of my lmowledge and belief, a true and 

accurate translation from Spanish into English of the attached document. 

Por la presente certifico que la traducci6n adjunta de espafiol a ingles es, a mi leal saber y entender, 

traducci6n fiel y exacta del documento adjunto. 

BRANDON CARNEY 
COMM. # 1755114 -. z 

• NOTARY PUBLIC - CALIFORNIA $: 
SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY ->. 

Steve Walsh, West Coast Client Manager/Gerente de 
Relaciones con Clientes Costa Occidental 

y Comm. Expires July 3,2011 Geotext Translations, Inc. 

State of California, County of San Francisco 

Subscribed and sworn to (or affirmed) before me 

on this 

by ____ ____ 7 

proved to me on the basis of satisfactory 

before me. 

Signamre: ____ 

Estado de California, Condado de San Francisco 

Suscrito y dec1arado bajo juramento (0 afrrmado) ante 

mi en este dia _7_ de diciembre 
Por ______ ____________ __ 

Habiendo acreditado en mi presencia, mediante prueba 

satisfactoria, que es la persona (personas) que 

compareci6 (comparecieron) ante mi. 
Firma: ______ ____________ __ 

259 West 30th Street, 17th Floor, New York, NY 10001, U.S.A. tel +1.212.631.7432 fax +1 .212.631.7778 
220 Montgomery Street Ste. 438, San Francisco CA 94104 U.S.A tel +1.415.576.9500 fax +1.415.520.0525 

\f\I""ct,lnntnn 1 025 Connecticut Avenue, Suite 1 000, Washington, DC 20036, U.S.A. Tel +1.202.828.1267 Fax +1.202.828.1271 
8-11 St. John's Lane, London EC1 M 4BF, United Kingdom Tel +44.20.7553.4100 Fax+44.20.7990.9909 

75 Boulevard Haussmann, F- 75008 Paris, France tel +33.1.42.68.51.47 fax +33.1.77.72.90.25 
20th Floor, Central Tower, 28 Queen's Road, Central, Hong Kong tel +852.2159.9143 fax +852.3010.0082 
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Yahool My Yahoo I Mail 

Welcome, sdonziger 
[Sign Out, My Accouht] 

Search 
the Web •• 

Mail Home - Help 

Addresses '\I'" I '. Calendar v I Notepad ""1 'Mail Upgrades Mail Options 

Accounts 

srdlegal.com 
yahoo:com 

Folders [Add -. Edit]· 

Inbox (904) 
Draft 
Sent 
Bulk (147) [Empty] 

Trash [Empty] 
'--

Previous I Next I Back to Messages Printable VieW - FuilHeaders 
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Date:. . Sun, 12 Dec 2004 07:32:59 -0500 . 

To: "cbonifaz" <cbc;mifaz@comcast.het>, "A. Wray" <awraye1@msn.coi1l>, 
"Steven Donziger" <sdonziger@yahoo.com> 

From: Russell;' <dlr@mindspring.com>!it1Add to Address Book 

Subject: I disagree! 

. CC: "Monica Pareja"<monica_pareja@hotmail.com>, 

Perhaps I'm out of the loop on this one, but I strongly qisagree about 
the issue of 
A cost estimate is not a trivial matter. There is a question of 
standards for cleanup, and that issue by itself has not been 
established. 
There is a much bigger question of .quantities, and that has not 

. reliably established either, except in.the most general way. 
Finally, there is the' question of methods .. There are several 
methods of cleanup, but the absoloutely cheapest way to cleanup is 
to leave things in place and let nature take its course. 
In time, the petroleum will degrade and become essentially inert or 
go to something approaching asphalt which IF I WERE TEXACO, I 
would argue,Where's the harm in leaving something inert in the 
soil? That by itself is a powerfularguement. 

.. 
Inmy6.15 billiioncost estimate, over 3 billion is .for cleanup of 
groundwater'. . . '. . 
back hi October of last year, I prepared the cost estimate ... At that 
time' I wrote the following it may beiristructive to take another 
look at the estimate. 

For a first estimate: 
Category: 
Pits 
will cost 

The remedjation of the pits 
. $455 Million. 

. .. 
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Ponds and Separation Stations The, remediation 'of the 
Ponds and Separation Stations will cost "$183 Million. ' 
Groundwater Cleanup: The groundwater 
cleanup from the various stations and pits will cost $190 
Million 
River Muds: If we confine the ,area to about 
200 km of rivers, the cost will be $1320 Million, 
Wetlands The remediation of the wetlands 
and their restoration will cost $1800· Million, 
Other Water Treatment Treatment of 
other types of contaminated water will cost $2026:Million 
Additional infrastructure Upgrading infrastructure' 
and other support includ.ing laboratory $1·40 Million 
Total·Estiinated Cost 

$6114 
Million 

The cost projection$ above are very rough. There a.te·:a 
number of'si'te factors and economies of scale which can 
increase or decrease 
the clsClnup costs materially. Before any specific action is , 

, undertaken, initial, work must be performed to characterize and plan 
any remedial effort. 
Thisre,Cllilres a good definitive study of the actual contaminant 
levels and the amount of cleal1up necessary, including an 
assessment of the potential 
benefits and the damage. 
This type of study will require a 'substantial sampling and 
identificationc8rnpaign lasthig between 6 and ,9 months. The 
contamination will 
need to beas,sayed and the quantities of materials contaminated, 
their levels of conta,mination and the type of 
determined 
with precision and'accuracy; Samples and sampling locatiol1s will 
need to beldentified down to within 1 meter. Samples coUected, 
must be I,abeled, analyzed, and logged. Quality control analyses 
must aiSb a part to of this study as well as 'treatability,studies to 
determine the best methods for various types Careful 

, thought must also be give to the remediation cleanup and removal 
operations and how to conduct them in such a manner that the soils 
and the wetlands can be restored to useful productivity in the most 

and cost effective manner. In the end, one may 'haVe a 
number ofdifferent techniques, not just olJe 'as 'outlined above. 
Techniques may include everything from biologicarremediation to 
incinerCition. Restoration may include replanting, reforestation, and 
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other techniques. 
Fihaily, a plan must be developed foreacn type of area. the 
remedial plan must be supported by vendor quotatioils and 
commitmemts 
from laboratories, equipmenUTlanufacturers, and other suppliers. 
The equipment and must. 

. also . .... -- ----.. - . .-

be a' consideration. The remedi.al. plan ·should be a very detailed 
feasibility study and cost It must also be: performed in 
Ecuador by local professionals who u.nderstand construction and 
costs. 

We bel.ieve .to:develop the remediation plan will' 
require .somewhere between $15 Million' USD arid $25 MiIIi()n USD . 
to 
. 'completeand will require bebNeen 15 months and 18 months 

to complete. We feel that this is a necessary first step in defining 
the problem. 

I stand by that at this time. And if you bother re-reading the basis 
laid out in the estimate, . 
You will note that in the above approximately 4 billion of 
the costs is for Cleanup of swamps (patanos) and rivers. 
have not yet even , 
defined a river contamination and don't know what we are talking 
about with respect to costs. I know how those estimates are put 
together, and 
they are best guesses based upon a week of looking at the sites, 
without any scientific data. 
The estimate for cleanup of the sites is orily $455 million plus some 

. money for infrastructure and sampling, so say about $800 million 
with supervision and 
other things, as yet undefined. 

1- have not seen the results from any of the patano sampling come 
in, and don't have a.feel f9r that work. But then that's only 1.8 
billion. or about 30% of the totaL 

. The rivers are only about 25% of the case or about 1.32 billion, and" 
we have not even taken a stab at the rivers. _ . 

There is yet another major issue. Methodology. Mother nature is 
not doing too bad a job of washing the contaminants from the pits. 
The data we are seeing so . 
far strongly suggest that we have some very low levels of :Diesel 
range organics, or DROs. To date our arguements,have been 

DON_ 00039808 
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concerned with the effects on 
people and the potential exposure in order to create a hazard. Let 
·us remember that the cleanup standards in force at-the·time of the 
remediation was· 2500 
mg/Kg·of TPH. However generous that may be, if that is in fact the 
"official" number selected by the court, to which Texaco must clean 
up, then we have a 
substantially lower and smaller case. 

Can I produce a cost estimate, yes! But look at the ·pattern you are 
developing and the data we have and don't have. We don't have. a 
good definition of the 
extent of the contamination outside the pits. We have some data 
aboLJt the levels of contamination inside the pits, but the .definition of 
the areal extent of the 
contamination is poor. Could you go out to the site today and mark 
lines on the ground which say, "Dig here!". I could, but to do so 
would leave the false 
impression that by digging up X cubic meters of soil and treating. it, I 
would eliminate the problem. That's part of the $455.million 
estimate. 
This arguement goes to remediaiton technique. 
If we are going to get a good cost estimate, we need better site 
definition. We have some better definition but not enough at this 
time to be able to tell what we are doing. The cost esimtae is based 
upon an assumption that we have to dig up the sites and burn 
the soil, then rejuvenate it. 
If we say that there are cheaper alternatives, such as 
bioremediaiton, Texaco immediately argues for leaving the sites 
alone and 
letting nature take course. Net cost for remediaiton then 
becomes Zero! . 
I would prefer to argue that the true costs will be developed during 
the Global inspection. 
The danger here is thatwe will have two or perhaps 3 sets'of costs. 
Texaco will argue that they will have a much better cost, Zero based 
on 
natural attenuation (which isa valid remediaiton technique!). So 

. let's not rush to hE;lre and provide more information that 
we have to 
at this time. 
DaVEf 

The difference is· between an estimate and a guesstimate .. Right 

1 . 
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now we are still atthe guessing stage. 

At 12:17 AM 12/12/2004, cbonifaz wrote: 

I agree with Alberto in that we have to come with a number for the 
remediation of each site. I fail to understand what is the problem in 
coming up with a number. We have the dimensions of the sites, we 
have tested·as to what depth the contamination is, why can we. 
come up with a top estimate of what it will casita remove all the 
contaminated spoil and dispose of it at a certain place like it isdbne 
in all contaminated sites in the US. 

We have had long a tedious discussions about groundwater 
contamination. It my clear understanding after our . 
meeting in New York that we were not 'goingto pursue this 
issue as it is impossible to pursue for all the reasons we all 
agreed upon. 

With the ground water out of the way. if nothing else. we do· 
have the dimensions of each site taken in the PetroEcuador 
study by Manuel and all those who assisted him; Thus the 
calculation of the costs is very straightforward. 

I think we look inept if can not provide these simple numbers as we 
look and inspect each site . 

. Since Manuel has all the data needed to evaluate the dimensions of 
the sites I think Edison can come up with a number from this data. 

Cristobal 

----- Original Message -----
From: A. Wray 
To: Steven Danziger 
Cc: Dave Russell; edison camino; Monica Pareja ; cbonifaz 
Sent: Saturday, December 11, 2004 11 :20 PM 
Subject: Re: important question for alberto 

. . 
las inspecciones fueron pensadas para estabJecer ciertos 
patrones 0 Jineamientos que permitieran despues apJicar esas 
bases al peritaje global. Si no optenemos ciertos patrones 
'sobre costos en las inspecciones, cualquier cifra que aparezca 
en peritaje global sera una estimaci6ri mas 0 menos 
subjeti.va .. 
Es importante que en cada. sitio nosotros del11ostremos: .1) 
Que hay dafios 2) Que los causa Texaco,· 3) Que son 
reparables; 4) Que la reparacion consistirla al menos en 
cieltas actividades que deben identificarse'Y 5) Cuanto 

. cuesta. Es posible que en un determinado sitio el perito 
pueda decir que no puede establecer un valor nlsiquera 

1-
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aproximado por alguna razon tecnica, pero serfa poco 
convincente sostener que no se puede hacer unaestimadon 
parcial porque, al final el resultado global tendra que 
establecverse mediante suma de costos' parciales. 
Siempre es posible al menos estableter ciertas bases para 
calcular los costas, ql menos eso creo.Si eso no es posible 
tecnicamente, tal-ve"!. debieron advertirrne sobre el tema 
desde el momenta mismo en que se hizola priillera 
'inspeccion, que escuando, por primera vez, yo mismo 
presente la pregunta re'specto deloscostos. Por supuesto, 
podernos dejar de insistir en los costos con respecto de cada 
sitio, para beneplacito de Texaco, pero estaremos, enese 
caso, restandole fuerza a nuestra prl,Jeba. 
En definitiva, si ·tecnicamente no es posibloe establecer 
cuanto .cuesta remediarer area de irifluencia de un pozo 
deterininado, el perito deberfa:responder asf. Si prefieren 
que no se haga: en el futuro una preglJllta sobre ese terna, no 
se hara. No veo como despuesvamos a'sostenjer ercalculo 
que se haga en el peritaje global, pero ese es tambien un 
problema tecnico. . 
AW. 
----- Original Message -----
From: Steven Donziger 
To: dlr@mindspring.com ; 
limcas2002@yahoo.com ; 
monica_pareja@hotniail.com ; awraye1 @msn.com 
Cc: cbonifaz@comcast.net 
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2004 8:00 PM 
Subject: important question for alberto 

Alberto -- Pi"ease help resolve this. My suggestion, 
as it always has been, is not to engage in .any . 
premature cost estimates based on inspection sites 
per Dave's reasoning below if can be avoided. 
My understanding is that the judge, or perhaps our 
side, is asking for these cost estimates which are 
near-impossible to make before all of-the 
information is in on the total extent of the damage 
on basis. Please let us know if 
there is a way around this conundrum in the short 
term -- or if we have to give cost estimates for each 
inspection site. If these were in theactaj then how 
should we deal with them if we have great difficulty 
providing them with precision at this time? An.d, do 

. you agree that w,e should no longer ask for cost 
estimates on remediation on a per site basis? 
Best, Steven 

i· 

i 
I' 
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I: 
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Dave Russell <dlr@mindspring.com> wrote: 
Edison: 
Redarding cost data'" ... Absolutely NOT! 

Why are we prejudging the cases for the best 
remediation methods? 

Page 70f8 

Thatmust 
are doing and have muoh better assessment of the 
contamination! 
We don't have sufficient data for the remediation 
methods at this point, other than my efforts from 
last year! 
Because we don't know the extent of the soil 
contaminati.on or the magnitude or extent of the 
groundwater contamination; nor the end objectives, 
the levels to whcih we must clean, we cannot 
provide anyone with a realistic cost estimate. 
When we don't have cleanup goals, or quantities of 
materials to be removed or treated, the costs are 
unknown. 

The groundwater will be the largest single factor 
and we have nbt measured it's areal extent or 
contamination levels! 

. 

We cannot .assign cost data which are meaningful 
at any point until ""e have much much more 
information. 

Dave 

'At 11 :02 AM 12/9/2004, you,wrote: 

Dave: . 

During Court Inspections, Monica 
is requesting to Peritos: 
remedi.ation methods. and its. cost. 
Then the Perito in his Reporte 
must recomend, remediation 
process for pits, sorrounding 

" i 
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MayJ propose to have a discusion 
on this issue. Dave with his 
expertice, can start it given an, 
abstract of the best methods for 
well inspected (11) and station 
inspected (3) . . 

Edison 

Do You Yahoo!? 

• Todo'io que quieres saber 
, de Estados Unidos, America 
Latina y .el resio del Mundo. 
VisftaYahoo! NotiCias. 

Steven Donziger' 
212-570-9944 (land) 
917-566-2526 (cell) 

Steven R. Donziger 
Law Offices of Steven R: Donziger,P.C. 
101 Fifth Avenue, 8th Floor 
New York, New York 10003 
Email: sdonziger@yahoo.com 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

<sdonziger@yahoo.com> [sdonziger@yahoo.com] 
Wednesday, October 05,20055:10 PM 
Jennifer Delury Ciplet 
Re: Edits to Case Update 
One_pager_case_summary4JENNSEDITS[1].doc 

I thought i had sent it ... 

Jennifer Delury Ciplet <jennifer@amazonwatch.org> wrote: 

Steven, 

Just to remind you we're still waiting for your final footnotes and edits (and 
additional title changes?). Send it along to me when you can, so we can distribute. 

Thanks! 
Jennifer 

Original Message -----
From: Atossa Soltani <mailto:asoltani@igc.org> 
To: Jennifer Delury Ciplet <mailto:jennifer@amazonwatch.org> 
Cc: Steven Donziger <mailto:sdonziger@yahoo.com> ; simeon tegel 

<mailto:simeontegel@hotmail.com> ; Leila Soraya Salazar-Lopez <mailto:leila@igc.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2005 5:23 PM 
Subject: Re: Edits to Case Update 

looks great go for distribution. Just fix spelling for "fourth" in the footnote 
on page 2. 

On Oct 3, 2005, at 10:54 PM, Jennifer Delury Ciplet wrote: 

Steven and Atossa, 

Attached is what I believe to be the final version of the case summary. I 
have highlighted changes in red, which I made according to your suggestions. Please give it 
a quick final look and let me know if it's now good to go. Assuming it's ready, I'll change 
the font back to black and send it on to Leila to send out. 

Thank you! --Jenn 

----- Original Message -----
From: Steven Donziger <mailto:sdonziger@yahoo.com> 
To: Jennifer Delury Ciplet <mailto:jennifer@amazonwatch.org> 

Leila Soraya Salazar-Lopez <mailto:leila@igc.org> 
Cc: simeon tegel <mailto:simeontegel@hotmail.com> ; Atossa Soltani 

<mailto:atossa@amazonwatch.org> 
Sent: Saturday, October 01, 2005 5:15 PM 
Subject: Edits to Case Update 

Jennifer With regard to the edits, this are my comments in 
response to Atossa's suggestions: 

1) I agree and I think we should adopt the language she suggests 

DONZ00027366 Page 1 of 4 



2) I agree. use modern technology, industry custom, etc. 
3) They dispute this, but they claim profits of only $500m by 

counting only Texpet's book profits, not what Texaco made after the oil left Ecuador and was 
sold on the international market by the mother company. their claims are ridiculous on their 
face and they were mocked by the WSJ when they tried to put this out in Quito. We can do a 
footnote here if necessary. The footnote could read: 

"Chevron claims the profit was significantly lower by only counting 
the amount made by Texpet, Texaco's fourth-tier subsidiary in Ecuador." 

4) In terms of title, none of the ones mentioned below get my goat. 
I would suggest we do a large head, and a sub-head -- we are trying to say too much in on 
head, such as: 

CHEVRON'S RAINFOREST CHERNOBYL 
30 Times More Oil Dumped Than Exxon Valdez 

i think this is the right structure maybe there are better 
headlines. but let's not wait any longer, use the above and get it out until we can think of 
something better 

Since there's a 

send it out just 

seems Steven 

accurate and full 

get refuted by 

deaths are into 

materials. San 

srd 

Jennifer Delury Ciplet <jennifer@amazonwatch.org> wrote: 

Leila, 

I'm pasting Atossa's comments about the case summary below. 

few things that need to be modified, I think we should not 

yet. I have not had the chance to look at this today, and it 

has not either. 

Steven, can we implement Atossa's comments early next week? 

Best, 
Jennifer 

FROM ATOSSA: 
Steven and Jennifer, 
The new fact sheet / case summary is great. A few comments: 

It is reads great and well written. Our facts should be as 

proof as possible (be understated rather than overstated). 
Factually I would like to see a few footnotes where we often 

the company. Here are a few edits 

1) I am a little uncomfortable saying number of oil related 

the thousands?? We have usually said much fewer in our prior 
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what source 

are likely in 

friendly 

"alternative" but a 

places where the 

decades 

friendly and oil 

modern 

"estimated $30 billion 

Ecuadorian operations." 

and Ecuadorian 

Texaco's share of 

valdez is a 

Valdez 

Exxon 

Sebastian says around 86 so I realized it is likely higher but 

can we back this up by? In the past we have said 
"hundreds of deaths have been documented but actual numbers 

the thousands" or some way to qualify this number. 

2) top of page two .. I would take out "a more environmentally-

alternative" as our position is that this was not an 

modern standard industry practice in the US and many other 

industry is actually regulated. had been outlawed in the U.S. 

before ... also I see a contradiction about environmentally 

in the same sentence. So can it just say clean technology or 

technology. 

3) Steven, Chevron often refutes this assertion by us 

in profits that the company extracted from its dirty 

Is this the total value of profits extracted by both Texaco 

oil company in which case we should say this or is this 

it. A footnote could really make this a stronger document. 

4) In terms of title, I am starting to think that the exxon 

stronger metaphor than chernobyl ... what about 

a) Chevron's Rainforest Disaster: 30 times the size of Exxon 

b) "The Chevron Valdez: 30 times more oil spilt than Exxon" 

or another variation ... 

c) Chevron's Valdez in Ecuador: 30 times more oil spilt than 

----- Original Message -----
From: "Leila Soraya Salazar-Lopez" 
To: "Steven Donziger" ; "Jennifer Delury Ciplet" 

Cc: "simeon tegel" ; "Atossa Soltani" 

Sent: Friday, September 30, 2005 4:41 PM 
Subject: Updated Legal Case info to reporter? 
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> Steven and/or Jennifer, 
> 
> Just checking if a final title for the updated legal case 

fact sheet has 

be good to 

Palast) who 

> been decided. If so, is the document ready to go? This would 

> send to Peter Maass, as well as other reporters (ie ... Greg 

> want to be kept updated. 
> 
> Leila 
> 
> 
> 

Steven Donziger 
212-570-4499 (land) 
212-570-9944 (Fax) 
917-566-2526 (cell) 

Steven R. Donziger 
Law Offices of Steven R. Donziger, P.C. 
111 E. 79th St., #5 
New York, New York 10021 
Email: sdonziger@yahoo.com 

<One pager case summaryFINAL.doc> 

Atossa Soltani, Executive Director 
Amazon Watch 
One Haight Street, Suite B San Francisco, CA 94102 
www.amazonwatch.org atossa@amazonwatch.org 
voice 310-456-9158 mobile 202-256-9795 
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CHEVRON'S "RAINFOREST 
CHERNOBYL" IN ECUADOR 

By Amazon W atch/September 05 
www.chevrontoxico.com 

A troubling corporate cover-up is underway in Ecuador. Chevron, a U.S. company that 
claims to be a "responsible environmental steward," seems more interested in cleaning up 
its image than its toxic mess. 

It's no wonder Chevron is worried about its image. The company dumped billions of 
gallons of toxic wastewater into Ecuador's rainforest, threatening the survival of five 
indigenous groups and creating what is likely the worst oil-related disaster on the planet. 
Chevron's decades of dumping in Ecuador have resulted in 30 times more oil spilt than 
Exxon Valdez. 

Much to Chevron's dismay, 30,000 rainforest dwellers stood up to this corporate goliath 
and filed a historic class-action lawsuit against the company in 2003. The lawsuit 
(Aguinda v. Chevron Texaco ) has the potential to set an important legal precedent that 
could benefit millions of vulnerable people worldwide-those whose human rights are 
violated by irresponsible corporations. 

The rainforest dwellers assert that from 1970 to 1992, Texaco (now Chevron) 
systematically dumped 18.5 billion gallons of highly carcinogenic toxic waste into 
unlined pits, swamps, streams, and rivers. This toxic dumping disaster - dubbed the 
"Rainforest Chernobyl" by locals -- is connected to numerous deaths from cancer. 
Indeed, experts consider the ecological impact to be the worst catastrophe on the planet 
other than Chernobyl. Once a pristine rainforest, the area where Texaco operated is now 
filled with more than 700 open-air toxic waste pits and hundreds of swamps and streams 
filled with oil muck. Some of the waste pits are the size of a football field, and many 
contain the carcasses of cows and horses that have fallen into the pits and asphyxiated. 

Over the years, the toxic contents of the waste pits have leeched into the groundwater, 
streams and rivers, contaminating the larger ecosystem and sending toxins downstream 
into Peru. Since there are no other options for obtaining water, local people now depend 
on these contaminated sources for drinking water. Thousands of people are slowly 
poisoning themselves several times daily as they consume the water, bathe in local 
waterways, and breathe the vapors in the air from the pits. Childhood leukemia rates are 
four times higher in this area than in other parts of Ecuador. Estimates of the number of 
local people who have died from oil-related diseases (such as cancer) range into the 
thousands-a shockingly high number, given the sparse population. 

Texaco's devastating contamination of the rainforest was not an accident; it was the 
direct result of the company's decision to prioritize short-term profits over people's lives 
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and the environment. To further increase profits from operations in Ecuador, the 
company deliberately decided to forego the installation ofre-injection technology, a more 
environmentally-friendly alternative that disposes toxic waste hundreds of feet back into 
the well cavity. This technology was in use for more than a half-century in the United 
States at the time Texaco began drilling in Ecuador. By not using this cleaner 
technology, Texaco saved itself $3 per barrel-a total of approximately $4.5 billion over 
the life of its operations in Ecuador. But despite these short-term gains for company 
shareholders, clean-up of the site could cost at least $6 billion, and the long-term 
environmental and human costs are too large to measure. Today, affected communities 
are demanding that Chevron foot the $6 billion clean-up bill-a modest portion of the 
estimated $30 billion in profits that the company extracted from its dirty Ecuadorian 
operations. 

Although the rainforest dwellers affected by Chevron's toxic legacy can never fully be 
compensated for their suffering and loss, they hope to win their historic class-action 
lawsuit against the company. The trial has three phases: a proof period, where witnesses 
testify and evidence is presented; a judicial inspection period, where the judge and 
technical experts visit and assess the contaminated sites; and a period for clean-up cost 
assessment. The trial is currently in the inspections phase. Water and soil samples 
collected by both sides point strongly to Chevron's culpability. For example, 75 of 77 
water samples taken by Chevron surpass Ecuadorian contamination norms. 

Chevron's trial strategy is to rely on technical defenses, including a release secured from 
Ecuador's government in 1995 after the company supposedly "remediated" a limited 
number of toxic waste pits. Chevron's "remediation" of the pits amounted to little more 
than smoothing dirt over the tops of the pits without cleaning them out, which failed to 
lower contamination levels. The trial is expected to end in the summer of 2006, with a 
possible decision later that year. 

For more information, contact Amazon Watch at 415-487-9600 or visit www.chevrontoxico.com. Updated 
09/05. 

Chevron Dumps Toxic Waste in Rainforest: 
30 Times More Oil Spilt than Exxon Valdez 

Chevron Washes It's Hands of Toxic Waste Dumping in Rainforest: 
30 Times More Oil Spilt than Exxon Valdez 

What Chevron Doesn't Want You to Know: 
Decades of Toxic Dumping in the Rainforest 

Chevron Worried Toxic Legacy in Rainforest Will Tarnish "Responsible" Name 

Rainforest Communities Hold Chevron Responsible for Toxic Waste Catastrophe 

30 Times More Oil Spilt than Exxon Valdez: 
Chevron's "Rainforest Chernobyl" in Ecuador 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Steven Donziger [sdonziger@yahoo.comj 
Monday, February 13, 2006 9:11 AM 
Atossa Soltani 

Subject: 
leila; sarah; kevein; maria; Jennifer Delury Ciplet; simeon@amazonwatch.org 
How to explain 20 billion damage figure 

You can take out my quote. In terms of liability, this is the explanation: 

1) When case filed in 1993, we estimated 1 billion in damages. There was no cost assessment 
at the time. 

2) The number rose to $6.14 billion in 2003 with the publication of the Russell report, the 
first (and still the only) attempt at a comprehensive remediation cost assessment. This 
number is for CLEAN-UP ONLY, and covers only 80% of the damage because the final 20% is 
either impossible to do or prohibitively expensive. 

3) The higher numbers (10 to 20 billion) come from rough estimates of additional damage 
claims: a) personal damages to the people affected, including economic losses; b) 
compensation for "degraded habitat" for 4 decades of living with the contamination, even if 
it gets cleaned up at some future date; and, c) compensation for the final 20% of the damage 
that can never be cleaned up. 

Thus, I believe the way to frame this is 6.14b for clean up, but the other damage categories 
could double or even triple that amount, pushing the final tab to close to $20 billion, 
making this the highest liability of any oil company in the world. 

This higher number is not only real, it has the advantage of strengthening the claim of non-
disclosure before the SEC as it far exceeds the 10% threshold. 

It is important to remember that there is no dollar figure mentioned in the lawsuit. The 
final dollar figure is being determined through a cost assessment that is part of the trial, 
and is not yet complete. This is what Powers is working on. These are only estimates, but 
they are sound estimates based first on the Russell report. (Russell is one of the leading 
remediation experts in the world.) 

Tks, SRD 

Atossa Soltani <asoltani@igc.org> wrote: 

Steven, 
I have a few changes to the long version. I'll give you a call 
shortly to review. One general concern is that with each release the 
amount of liability keeps climbing (first we said $2 billion, then 
$6 billion, then 10 billion and now 20 billion). We have not built 
the credible case in the press with new estimates passed $6 billion 
and I think we stand to loose credibility with just upping the number 
every few months. 
I also made other minor edits. I am not sure if simeon will get a 
chance to review this given steven wants it posted. my changes are to 
the long version and are in track changes. They need to be 
incorporated in the short version. 
Also steven, i think your quote sounds naive. Trade talks are about 
corporate interests. That is the critique our movement has been 
waging against "free trade" agreements and the media began to report 
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this after the showdown in seattle. It is up to you but I liked your 
earlier quote about interfering with due process of law better. 

Atossa 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: Steven Donziger 
> Date: February 12, 2006 8:26:40 PM PST 
> To: simeon@amazonwatch.org, asoltani@igc.org, jennifer@amazonwatch.org 
> Subject: press releases 
> 
> 
> Simeon -- I changed the headline because I think this headline 
> (talking directly about the ltr from the Senators) will work better 
> on the home page and in the pr newswire. PIs don't make any more 
> changes. I also sent a 400-wd release as well. I hope we can get 
> these out tomorrow or latest Tuesday morning. We have a major 
> release coming out later in the week that is going to tie Chevron 
> to a possible legal violation in Ecuador based on the military 
> investigation of the suspended Guanta inspection, so let's get this 
> out ASAP. 
> 
> PIs confirm. 
> 
> tks, steven 
> 
> 
> Steven Donziger 
> 212-570-4499 (land) 
> 212-570-9944 (Fax) 
> 917-566-2526 (cell) 
> 
> Steven R. Donziger 
> Law Offices of Steven R. Donziger, P.C. 
> 111 E. 79th St., #5 
> New York, New York 10021 
> Email: sdonziger@yahoo.com 
> 

Atossa Soltani, Executive Director 
Amazon Watch 
www.amazonwatch.org atossa@amazonwatch.org 
voice 310-456-9158 mobile 202-256-9795 

Steven Donziger 
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212-570-4499 (land) 
212-570-9944 (Fax) 
917-566-2526 (cell) 

Steven R. Donziger 
Law Offices of Steven R. Donziger, P.C. 
111 E. 79th St., #5 
New York, New York 10021 
Email: sdonziger@yahoo.com 
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EXHIBIT 32



 
Global                Environmental Operations, Inc. 

February 14, 2006 

 

 

Mr. Steven Donziger 

27 E. 92nd St., 

New York, NY, 10128 

 

Dear Steve: 

  Subject:  Cease and Desist 

 I believe that you might want to stop using that Remediation Cost Estimate from 2003.  As you 
know, it was prepared in a very short time, with only a week of review time in the jungle, and heavily 
influenced by you in the writing.. 

 As you will recall, and at your insistence, I deliberately chose the most expensive remedial 
options available and applicable to the work in Ecuador because you wanted a “large” number. At 
that time there were cheaper remediation techniques available, but they were unproven for those 
specific soils.  

Since that report was issued, I have attended several technical conferences, both inside and 
outside the US and met individuals who have convinced me that alternative remedial techniques 
applicable to Ecuador are just as effective as those I proposed, and are far less costly. Some of the 
people I met at these conferences have worked on contamination in Ecuador, others have performed 
satisfactory remediation on crude materials similar to those found in Ecuador. This is hard evidence 
that I cannot ignore.  They are using both phytoremediation and bioremediation, and it works well! 

 To date I have seen no data which would indicate that there is any significant surface or 
groundwater contamination caused by petroleum sources in Ecuador. Moreover, there was not, and is 
not any effort being made by the Plaintiff’s in Aguinda vs Texaco to characterize the groundwater or 
the surface waters. As I recall, there was substantial opposition by Cristobal toward doing any work in 
this area because of the costs of the investigation. As the surface and groundwater cleanup represent a 
very large portion of the cost estimate, (over half), this further invalidates the 2003 cost estimate.  

As such, it would cause me to state that the 2003 cost estimate is too high by a substantial margin, 
perhaps by a factor of ten, or more.  

 We settled our differences through the courts. I have washed my hands of the whole 
sorry affair. Let’s leave it at that . I don’t need to hear from you nor do I want to hear from you in any 
way now or in the future. I do not want to be re-engaged in any work in support of you or your 
lawsuit. 

 Now, I understand that you have prepared a request to the Securities and Exchange 
Commission demanding that they investigate Chevron under Sorbanes-Oxley for underreporting of 
their liabilities, and you are basing that upon the cost estimate I prepared in 2003. Again, that cost 
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estimate is no longer valid and if subpoenaed to testify, I will state that the costs are much lower based 
upon the knowledge available to me at the time I was released from the project.  

 I do not want  to get into the courts in the US, and do not want to be involved in your case 
against Texaco/Chevron! 

I have not prepared any other cost estimate, nor do I intend to do so. It is no longer any of my 
concern, except to see that the name of my company and my reputation are not abused by continued 
association with the Aguinda vs. Texaco lawsuit. If subpoenaed, I will tell the truth about what I know 
about the existing costs, how the cost estimate was prepared, and what the differences in unit costs 
might be to cleanup contamination in Ecuador . 

 I am trying to stay out of your way and out of your case, but by using and abusing the 
outdated cost estimate to flail Chevron, you keep dragging me back in to it! The Ecuador project has 
been a sorry chapter in my life and I do not want to get re-involved with you or it on any basis.  

Several recent press releases using the 2003 cost estimate  plus the most recent demand by 
Amazon Watch abuses me and my company.  

Get a new cost estimate generated in Ecuador . You will have to do that under the terms of the 
Global Inspection as required by the Court in Ecuador. That 2003 cost estimate is a ticking time bomb 
which will come back to bite you, and very badly if anyone attempts due diligence on it.  

  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

David L. Russell, PE 

President, Global Environmental Operations, Inc.  
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